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CURVE COUNTING AND DT/PT CORRESPONDENCE
FOR CALABI-YAU 4-FOLDS
YALONG CAO AND MARTIJN KOOL
Abstract. Recently, Cao-Maulik-Toda defined stable pair invariants of a compact Calabi-
Yau 4-fold X. Their invariants are conjecturally related to the Gopakumar-Vafa type invari-
ants of X defined using Gromov-Witten theory by Klemm-Pandharipande. In this paper,
we consider curve counting invariants of X using Hilbert schemes of curves and conjecture a
DT/PT correspondence which relates these to stable pair invariants of X.
After providing evidence in the compact case, we define analogous invariants for toric
Calabi-Yau 4-folds using a localization formula. We formulate a vertex formalism for both
theories and conjecture a relation between the (fully equivariant) DT/PT vertex, which we
check in several cases. This relation implies a DT/PT correspondence for toric Calabi-Yau
4-folds with primary insertions.
0. Introduction
0.1. GW/GV invariants. Gromov-Witten invariants of a complex smooth projective variety
X are rational numbers (virtually) counting stable maps from curves to X . Let X be a Calabi-
Yau 4-fold 1, then the virtual dimension formula shows that these invariants vanish unless g = 0
or 1. Since Gromov-Witten invariants involve multiple covers, their enumerative meaning is a
priori unclear. In [15], Klemm and Pandharipande defined Gopakumar-Vafa type invariants of
X , in terms of Gromov-Witten invariants of X , and conjectured their integrality.
More precisely, let Mg,m(X, β) be the moduli space of stable maps f : C → X , where C is
a (connected) nodal curve of arithmetic genus g with m marked points satisfying f∗[C] = β ∈
H2(X). This space has a virtual class with virtual dimension 1− g+m. Consider the following
Gromov-Witten invariants (with primary insertions)
GW0,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) :=
∫
[M0,m(X,β)]vir
m∏
i=1
ev∗i (γi) ∈ Q,
GW1,β(X) :=
∫
[M1,0(X,β)]vir
1 ∈ Q,
where γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗(X,Z) and evi : M0,m(X, β) → X is evaluation map at the ith marked
point. Klemm-Pandharipande defined genus 0 and 1 Gopakumar-Vafa type invariants
n0,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm), n1,β(X)
by the following two “multiple cover formulae”∑
β>0
GW0,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) q
β =
∑
β>0
n0,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm)
∞∑
d=1
dm−3qdβ,
∑
β>0
GW1,β(X) q
β =
∑
β>0
n1,β(X)
∞∑
d=1
σ1(d)
d
qdβ
+
1
24
∑
β>0
n0,β(X)(c2(X)) log(1− qβ)− 1
24
∑
β1,β2
mβ1,β2 log(1− qβ1+β2).
(0.1)
Here the sums are over all non-zero effective curve classes in H2(X) and σ1(d) =
∑
i|d i. More-
over, mβ1,β2 ∈ Z are so-called meeting invariants which are inductively determined by the genus
0 Gromov-Witten invariants of X . Klemm-Pandharipande’s integrality conjecture states that
n0,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) and n1,β(X) are integers, which they verify in examples using virtual local-
ization or mirror symmetry [15].
1In this paper, a Calabi-Yau 4-fold is a complex smooth projective 4-fold X satisfying KX ∼= OX .
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0.2. PT/GV correspondence. Donaldson-Thomas theory of Calabi-Yau 4-folds was intro-
duced by Cao-Leung [11] and Borisov-Joyce [4]. In [14], Cao-Maulik-Toda defined stable pair
invariants of Calabi-Yau 4-folds, using the methods for constructing virtual classes of [11, 4],
and proposed an interpretation of (0.1) in terms of these invariants.
More precisely, denote by Pn(X, β) the moduli space of stable pairs {s : OX → F} in the
sense of Pandharipande-Thomas [20], where F is a pure dimension 1 sheaf on X , s is a section
with 0-dimensional cokernel, and ch(F ) = (0, 0, 0, β, n). This moduli space carries a virtual class
(0.2) [Pn(X, β)]
vir ∈ H2n
(
Pn(X, β),Z
)
,
which depends on the choice of an orientation of a certain (real) line bundle on Pn(X, β). On
each connected component of Pn(X, β), there are two choices of orientations, which affects the
corresponding contribution to the virtual class by a sign. Define
τ : H∗(X,Z)→ H∗−2(Pn(X, β),Z), τ(γ) = πP∗(π∗Xγ ∪ ch3(F)),(0.3)
where πX and πP are projections from X × Pn(X, β) to its factors and I• = {π∗XOX → F} is
the universal stable pair on X × Pn(X, β). Since F is of pure dimension 1 on each fibre over
Pn(X, β), ch3(F) is Poincare´ dual to the class of the scheme-theoretic support C of F, which is
a Cohen-Macaulay curve on each fibre over Pn(X, β).
Stable pair invariants (with primary insertions) of X are defined by
Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) :=
∫
[Pn(X,β)]vir
m∏
i=1
τ(γi) ∈ Z,
P0,β(X) :=
∫
[P0(X,β)]vir
1 ∈ Z,
for all γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗(X,Z). In the following conjectures, when the curve class β is zero, we
set P0,0(X) := 1, Pn,0(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) = n0,0(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) := 0 when n > 0.
Conjecture 0.1. (Part of Conjecture 0.1 and Section 0.7 of [14]) Let X be a Calabi-Yau 4-
fold, β ∈ H2(X), γ1 = · · · = γn = γ ∈ H4(X,Z), and n ∈ Z>0. Then there exist choices of
orientations such that
Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γn) =
∑
β0+β1+···+βn=β
β0,β1,··· ,βn>0
P0,β0(X) ·
n∏
i=1
n0,βi(X)(γ).
Conjecture 0.2. (Conjecture 0.2 of [14]) Let X be a Calabi-Yau 4-fold and β ∈ H2(X). Then
there exist choices of orientation such that∑
β>0
P0,β(X) q
β =
∏
β>0
M
(
qβ
)n1,β(X),
where M(q) =
∏∞
n=1(1− qn)−n denotes the MacMahon function.
0.3. DT/PT correspondence. In this paper, we study curve counting invariants of X using
Hilbert schemes and conjecture an explicit DT/PT correspondence. As a consequence, we get
an interpretation of the Gopakumar-Vafa type invariants n0,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) and n1,β(X) in
terms of virtual counts of ideal sheaves of curves (closed subschemes of dimension 6 1) on X .
Let In(X, β) denote the Hilbert scheme of closed subschemes C ⊆ X of dimension 6 1 such
that ch(OC) = (0, 0, 0, β, n). Similar to [14], there exists a virtual class
[In(X, β)]
vir ∈ H2n
(
In(X, β),Z
)
,
in the sense of Borisov-Joyce [4], which depends on the choice of an orientation of a certain (real)
line bundle on In(X, β). As in the stable pairs case, we consider primary insertion
τ : H∗(X,Z)→ H∗−2(In(X, β),Z), τ(γ) = πI∗(π∗Xγ ∪ ch3(OZ)),
where πX , πI are projections from X × In(X, β) to its factors and Z ⊆ X × In(X, β) is the
universal subscheme. Note that ch3(OZ) is Poincare´ dual to the class of Z. We define curve
counting invariants (with primary insertions) of X by
In,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) :=
∫
[In(X,β)]vir
m∏
i=1
τ(γi) ∈ Z,
I0,β(X) :=
∫
[I0(X,β)]vir
1 ∈ Z.
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On Calabi-Yau 3-folds, curve counting and stable pair invariants are related by the DT/PT
correspondence formulated in [20] and proved in [5, 23] using wall-crossing and Hall algebra
techniques. We conjecture an analogue on Calabi-Yau 4-folds.
Conjecture 0.3. (Conjecture 1.1) Let X be a smooth projective Calabi-Yau 4-fold, β ∈ H2(X),
γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗(X,Z), and n ∈ Z. Then there exist choices of orientation such that
(1) I0,β(X) = P0,β(X), (2) In,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) = Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm).
In the Calabi-Yau 3-folds case, one requires corrections from “floating points” in the DT/PT
correspondence. This is not needed in the case of Calabi-Yau 4-folds because the (“complex”)
virtual dimension of In(X, β) and Pn(X, β) is n and primary insertions are insensitive to floating
points. A detailed heuristic derivation for “ideal Calabi-Yau 4-folds”, on which all curves deform
in expected dimensions, is presented in Section 1.3.
The bulk of evidence in this paper comes from toric Calabi-Yau 4-folds discussed in the next
section. For compact Calabi-Yau 4-folds we can check a few cases, where the moduli spaces
Pn(X, β) and In(X, β) coincide (see also [13, 14]):
• Suppose β ∈ H2(X) has the property that any element C of the Chow group Chowβ(X)
satisfies χ(OC) = 1, i.e. is rational. Then Conjecture 0.3 holds for n = 0, 1. Exam-
ples include (1) irreducible curve classes on complete intersection Calabi-Yau 4-folds in
products of projective spaces, (2) degree two classes on generic sextic 4-folds.
• Suppose X → P3 is a Weierstrass elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau 4-fold and β = r[F ] is a
multiple fibre class for some r > 0. Then Conjecture 0.3 holds for n = 0.
• Suppose X = Y ×E, where Y is a smooth projective Calabi-Yau 3-fold, E is an elliptic
curve, and β = r[E], where [E] denotes the class of a fibre {pt} × E and r > 0. Then
Conjecture 0.3 holds for n = 0.
0.4. Equivariant DT/PT correspondence. Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold 2. Denote by
(C∗)4 the dense open torus of X . Let T ⊆ (C∗)4 be the 3-dimensional subtorus which preserves
the Calabi-Yau volume form. Since X is not compact, the Hilbert schemes In(X, β) are in
general non-compact as well, because “floating points can move off to infinity”. Nevertheless,
the fixed locus
In(X, β)
T = In(X, β)
(C∗)4
consist of finitely many isolated reduced points (Lemma 2.1 and 2.2).
For γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗T (X,Q), we define T -equivariant curve counting invariants of X
In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4)〈λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4〉
∼= Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)
by using a localization formula (see Definition 2.7). Here λ1, . . . , λ4 are the equivariant parame-
ters of (C∗)4, which satisfy the relation λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4 = 0 on the Calabi-Yau torus T . This
definition involves a sum over the elements of the fixed locus and depends on the choice of a
sign at each torus fixed point. Therefore, we have 2#In(X,β)
T
choices of signs in total. When
β = 0, In(X, 0) is the Hilbert scheme of n points on X , which was studied by Nekrasov (with
K-theoretic insertions [18]) and the authors (with tautological insertions [9]).
Contrary to In(X, β), the moduli space Pn(X, β) may not have 0-dimensional fixed locus.
Nevertheless, there are many interesting cases for which Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 is 0-dimensional, for
instance when X is a local toric curve or surface. Then (by Proposition 2.6)
Pn(X, β)
T = Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 ,
which consists of finitely many isolated reduced points. For γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗T (X), we may define
T -equivariant stable pair invariants of X by a localization formula as well (Definition 2.9)
Pn,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3).
We form generating series
Iβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) :=
∑
n∈Z
In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) q
n ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)[[q]],
Pβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) :=
∑
n∈Z
Pn,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) q
n ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)[[q]].
We denote the generating series without insertions by Iβ(X ;T ), Pβ(X ;T ) and set I0,0(X ;T ) = 1.
2By this we mean a smooth quasi-projective toric 4-fold X satisfying KX ∼= OX and H
>0(OX) = 0.
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In Section 2.4, we develop a 4-fold analogue of the vertex formalism introduced for toric
3-folds by Maulik-Nekrasov-Okounkov-Pandharipande [17], Pandharipande-Thomas [21], and
originating from physics [1]. When β = 0, this recovers the vertex formalism developed earlier by
the authors in [9] and Nekrasov-Piazzalunga in [19]. As a result, we obtain the (fully equivariant)
4-fold DT and PT vertex
V
DT
λµνρ(q), V
PT
λµνρ(q) ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)((q)),
where λ, µ, ν, ρ are finite plane partitions (i.e. 3-dimensional piles of boxes) and we only define
the PT vertex when at most two of λ, µ, ν, ρ are non-empty. Roughly speaking, these are the
DT/PT partition functions on X = C4 for which the underlying Cohen-Macaulay support curve
is fixed and determined by plane partitions λ, µ, ν, ρ along the coordinate axes of C4. These
generating functions depend on the choice of a sign for each T -fixed point.
Remark 0.4. By a conjecture of Nekrasov (Conj. 2.13), there exist choices of signs such that
V
DT
∅∅∅∅(q) = exp
(
q
(λ1 + λ2)(λ1 + λ3)(λ2 + λ3)
λ1λ2λ3(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
)
.(0.4)
In [9], we conjectured that the choice of signs for which this equality holds is unique and we
provided computational evidence for this.
The following is our DT/PT correspondence at the level of the 4-fold vertex:
Conjecture 0.5. (Conjecture 2.16) For any finite plane partitions λ, µ, ν, ρ, at most two of
which are non-empty, there are choices of signs such that
V
DT
λµνρ(q) = V
PT
λµνρ(q)V
DT
∅∅∅∅(q).
Suppose we choose the signs for VDT∅∅∅∅(q) equal to the unique signs in Nekrasov’s conjecture
(Remark 0.4). Then, at each order in q, the choice of signs for which LHS and RHS agree is
unique up to an overall sign.
Remark 0.6. The formula of Remark 0.4 has a K-theoretic enhancement found by Nekrasov
[18]. It is therefore natural to ask for a K-theoretic enhancement of Conjecture 0.5 as well.
The series VDTλµνρ(q), V
PT
λµνρ(q) are Laurent series. They have the same leading term q
ℓ for some
ℓ ∈ Z depending on λ, µ, ν, ρ. We define V˜DTλµνρ(q) = q−ℓVDTλµνρ(q) and V˜PTλµνρ(q) = q−ℓVPTλµνρ(q),
which have leading term q0 (though in general with coefficient 6= 1). Using an implementation
into Maple, we gathered the following evidence:
Proposition 0.7. (Proposition 2.17) There are choices of signs such that
V˜
DT
λµνρ(q) = V˜
PT
λµνρ(q)V
DT
∅∅∅∅(q) mod q
N
in the following cases:
• for any |λ|+ |µ|+ |ν|+ |ρ| 6 1 and N = 4,
• for any |λ|+ |µ|+ |ν|+ |ρ| 6 2 and N = 4,
• for any |λ|+ |µ|+ |ν|+ |ρ| 6 3 and N = 3,
• for any |λ|+ |µ|+ |ν|+ |ρ| 6 4 and N = 3.
In each of these cases, the uniqueness statement of Conjecture 0.5 holds.
The last case involves a genuine asymptotic plane partition (i.e. 3D pile of boxes of height 2).
Conjecture 0.5 implies the following DT/PT correspondence for toric Calabi-Yau 4-folds.
Theorem 0.8. (Theorem 2.18) Assume Conjecture 0.5 holds. Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau
4-fold, β ∈ H2(X) such that Pn(X, β)(C∗)4 is at most 0-dimensional for all n ∈ Z, and let
γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗T (X). Then there exist choices of signs such that
Iβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm)
I0(X ;T )
= Pβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm).
In particular, without insertions we have
Iβ(X ;T )
I0(X ;T )
= Pβ(X ;T ).
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Combining Proposition 0.7 and Theorem 0.8, we obtain verifications of the DT/PT corre-
spondence for several local toric geometries (see Section 2.8 for details).
Although the Hilbert schemes In(X, β) are rarely compact, there are many cases where the
moduli space Pn(X, β) is compact. Then the virtual class [Pn(X, β)]
vir of the previous section is
defined. If Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 is also 0-dimensional, the invariants of this section and the invariants
of the previous section are expected to be related by a 4-fold virtual localization formula
(0.5) Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) = Pn,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) ∈ Z
for any γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗(X,Z) admitting T -equivariant lifts and satisfying
∑
i deg τ(γi) = 2n,
and for appropriately chosen signs on RHS. Similarly, for any n < 0 we have [Pn(X, β)]
vir = 0
(by (0.2)) and therefore we expect that there exist choices of signs such that
(0.6) Pn,β(X ;T ) = 0, for all n < 0.
For the following toric Calabi-Yau 4-folds, Pn(X, β) is compact and Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 is isolated for
all β ∈ H2(X) and n ∈ Z:
• X = TotP2(O(−1)⊕O(−2)), i.e. the total space of OP2(−1)⊕OP2(−2)
• X = TotP1×P1(O(−1,−1)⊕O(−1,−1)).
The following two theorems provide further motivation for Conjecture 0.3.
Theorem 0.9. (Theorem 2.19) Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold and β ∈ H2(X). Suppose
Pn(X, β) is proper and Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 is at most 0-dimensional for all n ∈ Z. Assume the
following:
(1) the DT/PT vertex correspondence (Conjecture 0.5) holds,
(2) (0.5) holds for β and n = 0, and (0.6) holds for β and all n < 0,
(3) the signs of (1) and (2) can be chosen compatibly.
Then I0,β(X ;T ) = P0,β(X) ∈ Z.
Theorem 0.10. (Theorem 2.20) Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold satisfying
∫
X c
T
3 (X) = 0
and let β ∈ H2(X). Let γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗(X,Z) admitting T -equivariant lifts and satisfying∑
i deg τ(γi) = 2n > 0. Suppose Pχ(X, β) is proper and Pχ(X, β)
(C∗)4 is at most 0-dimensional
for all χ ∈ Z. Assume the following:
(1) the DT/PT vertex correspondence (Conjecture 0.5) holds,
(2) Nekrasov’s conjecture (Remark 0.4) holds,
(3) (0.5) holds for β, γ1, . . . , γm, n,
(4) the signs of (1), (2), and (3) can be chosen compatibly.
Then In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) = Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) ∈ Z.
Remark 0.11. The spaces Pn(X, β) are compact and the fixed loci Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 are at most 0-
dimensional for all n ∈ Z when X = TotP2(O(−1)⊕O(−2)) or TotP1×P1(O(−1,−1)⊕O(−1,−1).
In the second case, the equivariant integral
∫
X
cT3 (X) is zero. In Section 2.8, we discuss these two
local surfaces and the local curve TotP1(O⊕O(−1)⊕O(−1)) in more detail. In the range where
we checked Conjecture 0.5 (Proposition 0.7) and Nekrasov’s formula (Remark 0.4), the previous
theorems are only conditional on the virtual localization formulae (0.5), (0.6) (and compatibility
of signs). In an appendix, we also prove the virtual localization formula in some cases.
0.5. DT/PT generating series of a local curve. Let X = TotP1(O⊕O(−1)⊕O(−1)). Then
H2(X) ∼= Z is freely generated by the class of the zero section. For any d > 1 and n ∈ Z, we
consider (equivariant) stable pair invariant without insertions
Pn,d(X ;T ) ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3).
Motivated by [14], we conjecture the following expression for the generating series:
Conjecture 0.12. (Conjecture 2.21) For X = TotP1(O ⊕O(−1)⊕O(−1)), there exist choices
of signs such that the following equation holds∑
n,d>0
Pn,d(X ;T ) q
nyd = exp
(qy
λ2
)
,
where λ2 is the equivariant parameter for the C
∗-action on the first fibre OP1 and P0,0(X ;T ) := 1.
By using the vertex formalism and Maple calculations, we obtain the following verifications:
Proposition 0.13. (Proposition 2.23) Conjecture 0.12 holds in the following cases:
• for any n 6 d,
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• d = 1 and modulo q6,
• d = 2 and modulo q6,
• d = 3 and modulo q6,
• d = 4 and modulo q7.
As an application, we obtain a generating series for the curve counting invariants of X =
TotP1(O⊕O(−1)⊕O(−1)). Assume Nekrasov’s formula (0.4), Conjectures 0.5, 0.12, and assume
the signs can be chosen compatibly. Then∑
n,d>0
In,d(X ;T ) q
nyd = exp
(
q
λ2
(
y +
(λ1 + λ2)(λ1 + λ3)(λ2 + λ3)
λ1λ3(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
+
λ3(λ1 − λ2)(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
λ1(λ1 + λ3)(λ2 + λ3)
))
.
0.6. Notation and conventions. In this paper, all varieties and schemes are defined over
C. For F ,G ∈ Db(Coh(X)), we denote by exti(F ,G) the dimension of ExtiX(F ,G). A class
β ∈ H2(X,Z) is called irreducible (resp. primitive) if it is not the sum of two non-zero effective
classes (resp. if it is not a positive integer multiple of an effective class).
0.7. Acknowledgements. Y. C. is grateful to Davesh Maulik and Yukinobu Toda for previous
collaboration [14], without which the current work would not exist. We are grateful to Sergej
Monavari for helpful discussions. Part of this work was done while Y. C. was in Oxford, supported
by the Royal Society Newton International Fellowship. Y.C. is supported by the World Premier
International Research Center Initiative (WPI), MEXT, Japan.
1. DT/PT for compact Calabi-Yau 4-folds
1.1. DT invariants of Calabi-Yau 4-folds. Let us first introduce the set-up of Donaldson-
Thomas invariants of smooth projective Calabi-Yau 4-folds X . We fix an ample divisor ω on X
and take a cohomology class v ∈ H∗(X,Q).
The coarse moduli space Mω(v) of ω-Gieseker semistable sheaves E on X with ch(E) = v
exists as a projective scheme. We always assume that Mω(v) is a fine moduli space, i.e. any
point [E] ∈Mω(v) is stable and there is a universal family
E ∈ Coh(X ×Mω(v))
flat over Mω(v). For instance, the moduli space of 1-dimensional stable sheaves E with [E] = β,
χ(E) = 1 and Hilbert schemes of closed subschemes satisfy this assumption [6, 9, 13].
In [4, 11], under certain hypotheses, the authors construct a virtual class
[Mω(v)]
vir ∈ H2−χ(v,v)(Mω(v),Z),(1.1)
where χ(−,−) denotes the Euler pairing. Notice that this class is not necessarily algebraic.
Roughly speaking, in order to construct such a class, one chooses at every point [E] ∈Mω(v),
a half-dimensional real subspace
Ext2+(E,E) ⊆ Ext2(E,E)
of the usual obstruction space Ext2(E,E), on which the quadratic form Q defined by Serre
duality is real and positive definite. Then one glues local Kuranishi-type models of the form
κ+ = π+ ◦ κ : Ext1(E,E)→ Ext2+(E,E),
where κ is the Kuranishi map for Mω(v) at [E] and π+ denotes projection on the first factor of
the decomposition Ext2(E,E) = Ext2+(E,E)⊕
√−1 · Ext2+(E,E).
In [11], local models are glued in three special cases:
(1) when Mω(v) consists of locally free sheaves only,
(2) when Mω(v) is smooth,
(3) when Mω(v) is a shifted cotangent bundle of a derived smooth scheme.
In each case, the corresponding virtual classes are constructed using either gauge theory or
algebro-geometric perfect obstruction theory.
The general gluing construction is due to Borisov-Joyce [4], based on Pantev-To¨en-Vaquie´-
Vezzosi’s theory of shifted symplectic geometry [22] and Joyce’s theory of derived C∞-geometry.
The corresponding virtual class is constructed using Joyce’s D-manifold theory (a machinery sim-
ilar to Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono’s theory of Kuranishi space structures used for defining Lagrangian
Floer theory).
The examples of this section only involve the virtual class constructions in situations (2) and
(3) mentioned above. We briefly review them:
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• When Mω(v) is smooth, the obstruction sheaf Ob→Mω(v) is a vector bundle endowed
with a quadratic form Q via Serre duality. Then the virtual class is given by
[Mω(v)]
vir = PD(e(Ob, Q)).
Here e(Ob, Q) is the half-Euler class of (Ob, Q) (i.e. the Euler class of its real form Ob+),
and PD(−) denotes Poincare´ dual. Note that the half-Euler class satisfies
e(Ob, Q)2 = (−1) rk(Ob)2 e(Ob), if rk(Ob) is even,
e(Ob, Q) = 0, if rk(Ob) is odd.
• Suppose Mω(v) is a the shifted cotangent bundle of a derived smooth scheme. Roughly
speaking, this means that at any closed point [F ] ∈Mω(v), we have a Kuranishi map of
the form
κ : Ext1(F, F )→ Ext2(F, F ) = VF ⊕ V ∗F ,
where κ factors through a maximal isotropic subspace VF of (Ext
2(F, F ), Q). Then the
virtual class of Mω(v) is, roughly speaking, the virtual class of the perfect obstruction
theory formed by {VF }F∈Mω(v). When Mω(v) is furthermore smooth as a scheme, then
it is simply the Euler class of the vector bundle {VF }F∈Mω(v) over Mω(v).
On orientations. To construct the above virtual class (1.1) with coefficients in Z (instead of
Z2), we need an orientability result for Mω(v), which can be stated as follows. Let
L := det(RHomπM (E , E)) ∈ Pic(Mω(v)), πM : X ×Mω(v)→Mω(v)
be the determinant line bundle ofMω(v), which is equipped with a symmetric pairing Q induced
by Serre duality. An orientation of (L, Q) is a reduction of its structure group from O(1,C) to
SO(1,C) = {1}. In other words, we require a choice of square root of the isomorphism
Q : L ⊗ L → OMω(v).
Given such a choice, one can construct a virtual class (1.1). Existence of orientations was first
proved when the Calabi-Yau 4-fold X satisfies Hol(X) = SU(4) and Hodd(X,Z) = 0 [12], and
was recently generalized to arbitrary Calabi-Yau 4-folds [8]. Notice that, if orientations exist,
the collection of orientations forms a torsor for H0(Mω(v),Z2).
1.2. DT/PT correspondence. Let X be a smooth projective Calabi-Yau 4-fold and β ∈
H2(X). Let In(X, β) be the Hilbert scheme of closed subschemes Z ⊆ X of dimension 6 1 with
ch(OZ) = (0, 0, 0, β, n). These Hilbert schemes are isomorphic to moduli spaces of rank 1 torsion
free sheaves on X with trivial determinant. On the latter, one can construct a virtual class
[In(X, β)]
vir ∈ H2n
(
In(X, β)
)
,
in the sense of Borisov-Joyce [4] (as in [14, Theorem 1.4]). This virtual class depends on the
choice of an orientation discussed above.
We consider primary insertions
τ : H∗(X,Z)→ H∗−2(In(X, β),Z), τ(γ) = πI∗(π∗Xγ ∪ ch3(OZ)),(1.2)
where πX , πI are projections from X× In(X, β) to the corresponding factors, Z ⊆ X× In(X, β)
is the universal subscheme, and ch3(OZ) is the Poincare´ dual of the fundamental cycle of Z.
For any γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗(X,Z), we define curve counting invariants (with primary insertions)
of X as follows
In,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) :=
∫
[In(X,β)]vir
m∏
i=1
τ(γi) ∈ Z,
I0,β(X) :=
∫
[I0(X,β)]vir
1 ∈ Z.
We propose the following DT/PT correspondence on compact Calabi-Yau 4-folds:
Conjecture 1.1. Let X be a smooth projective Calabi-Yau 4-fold, β ∈ H2(X), γ1, . . . , γm ∈
H∗(X,Z), and n ∈ Z. Then there exist choices of orientations such that
(1) I0,β(X) = P0,β(X), (2) In,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) = Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm).
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1.3. Heuristic argument. In this subsection, we give a heuristic argument to explain part of
Conjecture 1.1. The argument is similar to the one used in [14].
Let X be an “ideal” smooth projective Calabi-Yau 4-fold, in the sense that curves of X deform
in families of expected dimensions, and have expected generic properties as follows:
(1) Connected reduced curves with arithmetic genus 0 (rational curves). Any rational curve
in X is a chain of smooth P1’s with normal bundle OP1(−1)⊕OP1(−1)⊕OP1 and moves
in a compact 1-dimensional smooth family of embedded rational curves, whose general
member is smooth with normal bundle OP1(−1)⊕OP1(−1)⊕OP1 .
(2) Connected reduced curves with arithmetic genus 1. Any such curve E in X is smooth
(i.e. an elliptic curve) and super-rigid, i.e. its normal bundle is L1 ⊕L2 ⊕L3 for general
degree zero line bundle Li on E satisfying L1 ⊗ L2 ⊗ L3 = OE . Also, any two elliptic
curves on X are disjoint and disjoint from all families of rational curves on X .
(3) There are no connected, reduced curves in X of arithmetic genus g > 2.
• I0,β(X) = P0,β(X). We claim I0(X, β) ∼= P0(X, β). For [IZ ] ∈ I0(X, β), the torsion subsheaf
T0 ⊆ OZ gives an exact sequence
0→ T0 → OZ → OC → 0,
where T0 is 0-dimensional and C is Cohen-Macaulay. From our “ideal” assumptions, a 1-
dimensional Cohen-Macaulay scheme C0 supported in one of our families of rational curves
(resp. elliptic curves) has χ(OC0) > 1 (resp. χ(OC0) > 0). Since χ(OZ) = 0, C can only be
supported on some elliptic curves in X and T0 = 0. Thus [IZ ] = [IC ] ∈ P0(X, β) defines a stable
pair.
Conversely, for [I• = {OX → F}] ∈ P0(X, β), we have a short exact sequence
0→ OC → F → Q→ 0,
where C is Cohen-Macaulay and Q is 0-dimensional. By a similar reasoning, we know Q = 0, C
is supported on some elliptic curves in X , and [IC ] ∈ I0(X, β). The virtual classes get identified
under this isomorphism and hence I0,β(X) = P0,β(X).
• In,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) = Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm). Here we can only justify the case when m = n
and γ1 = · · · = γm = γ ∈ H4(X). For n > 1, we want to compute∫
[In(X,β)]vir
τ(γ)n, γ ∈ H4(X,Z),
when X is an ideal smooth projective Calabi-Yau 4-fold. Let {Zi}ni=1 be (mutually distinct) 4-
cycles which represent the class γ. For dimension reasons, we may assume that for any i 6= j the
rational curves meeting with Zi are disjoint from those meeting Zj, and the elliptic curves are
disjoint from all Zi. The insertions cut down the moduli space to finitely many elements whose
support intersect all {Zi}ni=1. We denote the moduli space of such “incident” 1-dimensional
subschemes by
Qn(X, β; {Zi}ni=1) ⊆ In(X, β).
Then we claim that
Qn(X, β; {Zi}ni=1) =
∐
β0+β1+···+βn=β
I0(X, β0)×R1(X, β1;Z1)× · · · ×R1(X, βn;Zn),(1.3)
where Ri(X, βi;Zi) is the moduli space of 1-dimensional subschemes supported on rational curves
(in class βi) which meet with Zi.
In fact, for Z ∈ Qn(X, β; {Zi}ni=1), we have a torsion filtration of OZ :
0→ T0 → OZ → OC → 0,
where T0 is 0-dimensional and C is Cohen-Macaulay. Note that OC decomposes into a direct
sum
⊕n
i=0OCi , where C0 is supported on elliptic curves and each Ci for 1 6 i 6 n is supported
on disjoint rational curves which meet with Zi. As explained before, a Cohen-Macaulay scheme
C′ supported on a family of rational curves (resp. elliptic curves) satisfies χ(OC′) > 1 (resp.
χ(OC′) > 0), so χ(OC0) > 0, χ(OCi) > 1 for all 1 6 i 6 n. Since χ(OZ) = n, we have
χ(OC0) = 0, χ(OCi) = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n, and T0 = 0. Therefore (1.3) holds.
Moreover, each Ri(X, βi;Zi) consists of finitely many rational curves which meet with Zi,
whose number is exactly n0,βi(γ). By counting the number of points in I0(X, β0) andRi(X, βi;Zi),
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for all 1 6 i 6 n, we obtain
In,β(X)(γ, . . . , γ) :=
∫
[In(X,β)]vir
τ(γ)n =
∫
[Qn(X,β;{Zi}ni=1)]
vir
1
=
∑
β0+β1+···+βn=β
β0,β1,··· ,βn>0
I0,β0(X) ·
n∏
i=1
n0,βi(γ).
Combining with I0,β(X) = P0,β(X) explained above, we see that the above equality coincides
with the formula in Conjecture 0.1, so In,β(X)(γ, . . . , γ) = Pn,β(X)(γ, . . . , γ) for n > 0.
1.4. Compact examples. In this section, we verify Conjecture 1.1 in some compact examples.
Low degree curve classes.
Lemma 1.2. Let X be a smooth projective variety and β ∈ H2(X). If any element C of the
Chow variety Chowβ(X) is a rational curve, i.e. χ(OC) = 1, then
I0(X, β) = P0(X, β) = ∅,
I1(X, β) ∼= P1(X, β).
Moreover, when X is a Calabi-Yau 4-fold and β is as above, Conjecture 1.1 (1) and (2) for n = 1
hold.
Proof. Let n = 0 or 1. Given [IZ ] ∈ In(X, β) with torsion filtration T0 ⊆ OZ such that
OC := OZ/T0 with C Cohen-Macaulay, we have
n = χ(OZ) = χ(OC) + χ(T0) > χ(OC) = 1.
This is only possible when n = 1 and T0 = 0, so IZ is a stable pair.
Similarly for [I• = {OX → F}] ∈ Pn(X, β), we have an exact sequence
0→ OC → F → Q→ 0,
where C = supp(F ) and Q is 0-dimensional. This is only possible when n = 1 and Q = 0, so
I• ∼= IC . Working in families, we obtain an isomorphism
I1(X, β) ∼= P1(X, β).
When X is a Calabi-Yau 4-fold, the virtual classes are identified under this isomorphism. Cap-
ping with insertions gives the result. 
The above lemma enables us to verify our conjecture in the following examples:
Proposition 1.3. Conjecture 1.1 (1) and (2) for n = 1 hold in the following cases:
(A) β ∈ H2(X) is irreducible and X is one of the following:
(a) X is one of the quintic fibrations in [15],
(b) X is a complete intersection in a product of projective spaces,
(c) X = Y × E and β ∈ H2(Y ) ⊆ H2(X), where Y is a smooth complete intersection
Calabi-Yau 3-fold in a product of projective spaces and E an elliptic curve,
(B) β = 2[l] and X ⊆ P5 is a generic sextic 4-fold, where [l] ∈ H2(X) is the class of a line.
Proof. In case (3), any C ∈ Chowβ(X) is a smooth conic or union of two distinct lines [7,
Prop. 1.4] hence χ(OC) = 1. The other cases are obvious (see also [14, Proposition 2.8]). 
Elliptic fibrations. Next, we discuss non-primitive examples on elliptic fibrations. For Y = P3,
we take general elements
u ∈ H0(Y,OY (−4KY )), v ∈ H0(Y,OY (−6KY )).
Let X be a smooth projective Calabi-Yau 4-fold with an elliptic fibration
π : X → Y(1.4)
given by the Weierstrass equation
zy2 = x3 + uxz2 + vz3
in the P2-bundle
P(OY (−2KY )⊕OY (−3KY )⊕OY )→ Y,
where [x : y : z] are homogeneous coordinates in the fibres of the above projective bundle. A
general fiber of π is a smooth elliptic curve, and any singular fiber is either a nodal or cuspidal
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plane curve. Moreover, π admits a section ι : Y →֒ X whose image corresonds to the fibre point
[0 : 1 : 0]. We denote the class of the fibre by [f ] ∈ H2(X).
Lemma 1.4. For any r > 1, there exists an isomorphism
I0(X, r[f ]) ∼= Hilbr(P3),
under which the virtual class is given by
[I0(X, r[f ])]
vir = (−1)r · [Hilbr(P3)]vir,
for a certain choice of orientation on the LHS.
Proof. The proof is similar to the stable pair case [14, Lemma 2.5]. We show that the natural
morphism
π∗ : Hilbr(P3)→ I0(X, r[f ])
is an isomorphism. Let [IZ ] ∈ I0(X, r[f ]) be an ideal sheaf and T0 ⊆ OZ the torsion subsheaf.
Denote OC := OZ/T0, then
0 = χ(OZ) = χ(OC) + χ(T0) > χ(OC).(1.5)
Fix a polarization on X . By the Harder-Narasimhan and Jordan-Ho¨lder filtrations, we have
0 = F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Fn = OC ,
where the quotients Ei = Fi/Fi−1 are stable with decreasing reduced Hilbert polynomials
p(E1) > p(E2) > · · · > p(En).
Note ch(Ei) = (0, 0, 0, ri[f ], χ(Ei)) for some ri > 1, so the above inequalities are equivalent to
χ(E1)
r1
>
χ(E2)
r2
> · · · > χ(En)
rn
.
By [13, Lem. 2.2], stability of Ei implies that it is scheme theoretically supported on some fibre
Xpi = π
−1(pi) of π, i.e. Ei = (ιpi )∗(E
′
i) for some ιpi : Xpi →֒ X and stable sheaf E′i ∈ Coh(Xpi).
Since s : OX → OC is surjective, so is the composition OX → OC ։ En. By adjunction, we
obtain an isomorphism
HomX(OX , En) ∼= HomXpn (OXpn , E′n) 6= 0,
which implies that p(E′n) > 0, hence χ(En) > 0. Therefore
0 > χ(OC) =
n∑
i=1
χ(Ei) > 0,
which implies T0 = 0 and IZ = IC is a stable pair by (1.5). The remaining argument is the same
as the stable pair case (ref. [14, Lemma 2.5]). 
In particular, we conclude:
Proposition 1.5. Conjecture 1.1 (1) holds in the following cases:
(1) X the Weierstrass elliptic fibration (1.4) and β = r[f ] for any r > 1.
(2) X = Y × E is the product of a smooth projective Calabi-Yau 3-fold Y and an elliptic
curve E, and β = r[E], for any r > 1, where [E] denotes the class of {pt} × E.
Proof. (1) By Lemma 1.4 and [14, Lem. 2.5], P0,β(X) = I0,β(X). (2) A similar result as Lemma
1.4 holds in this case. By comparing with [14, Lem. 2.14], we are done. 
2. DT/PT on toric Calabi-Yau 4-folds
In this section, we study equivariant analogues of the DT/PT correspondence for toric Calabi-
Yau 4-folds. After studying fixed loci, we define equivariant curve counting invariants and stable
pair invariants, which are rational functions of the equivariant parameters. We formulate a
vertex formalism for both invariants and conjecture a relation between the (fully equivariant)
DT/PT vertex, which we check in several cases. This implies a DT/PT correspondence for
toric Calabi-Yau 4-folds with primary insertions. For local surfaces, we consider cases where the
correspondence reduces to an equality of numbers providing good motivation for Conjecture 1.1.
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2.1. Fixed loci of Hilbert schemes. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective toric Calabi-Yau
4-fold. By this we mean a smooth quasi-projective toric 4-fold X satisfying KX ∼= OX and
H>0(OX) = 0. We also assume the fan contains cones of dimension 4. Such cones correspond
to (C∗)4-invariant affine open subsets (equivariantly) isomorphic to C4. Important examples are
the following:
• X = TotP1×P1(O(−1,−1)⊕O(−1,−1)),
• X = TotP2(O(−1)⊕O(−2)),
• X = TotP1(O(a, b, c)), with a+ b+ c = −2.
Let ∆(X) be the polytope corresponding to X and denote the collection of its vertices and
edges by V (X), E(X) respectively. The elements α ∈ V (X) correspond to the (C∗)4-fixed
points pα ∈ X . Each such fixed point lies in a maximal (C∗)4-invariant affine open subset
C4 ∼= Uα ⊆ X . The elements αβ ∈ E(X) (connecting vertices α, β) correspond to the (C∗)4-
invariant lines P1 ∼= Cαβ ⊆ X . Such a line has normal bundle
NCαβ/X
∼= OP1(mαβ)⊕OP1(m′αβ)⊕OP1(m′′αβ),
mαβ +m
′
αβ +m
′′
αβ = −2,
(2.1)
where the first isomorphism follows from the splitting principle and the second equality follows
from the fact that X is Calabi-Yau.
The action of the dense open torus (C∗)4, and its Calabi-Yau subtorus T ⊆ (C∗)4, lift to the
Hilbert scheme In(X, β). Although In(X, β) is in general not proper, its (C
∗)4-fixed and T -fixed
loci are proper. In fact, these loci coincide and are 0-dimensional and reduced.
Lemma 2.1. At the level of closed points, we have
In(X, β)
T = In(X, β)
(C∗)4 ,
which consists of finitely many points.
Proof. Similarly as in [9, Lemma 3.1], we coverX by maximal (C∗)4-invariant open affine subsets
{Uα ∼= C4}α∈V (X) with centres at (C∗)4-fixed points pα. There exist coordinates x1, x2, x3, x4
on Uα ∼= C4, such that the action of t ∈ (C∗)4 on Uα is given by
t · xi = tixi, for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and t = (t1, t2, t3, t4) ∈ (C∗)4.
Then the Calabi-Yau torus is given by
T = {t ∈ (C∗)4 | t1t2t3t4 = 1}
and we see that Uα is also T -invariant. Therefore it suffices to prove the lemma for X = Uα = C
4
with the standard torus action.
The (C∗)4-invariant ideals in C[x1, x2, x3, x4] are precisely the monomial ideals. Clearly
In(X, β)
T ⊇ In(X, β)(C
∗)4 .
By considering the weight of xn11 x
n2
2 x
n3
3 x
n4
4 under the action of t ∈ (C∗)4, it is easy to see that
any T -invariant ideal I ⊆ C[x1, x2, x3, x4] is of form
I = 〈xn111 xn122 xn133 xn144 f1(x1x2x3x4), . . . , xnl11 xnl22 xnl33 xnl44 fl(x1x2x3x4)〉,
where {fi(y)} are polynomials of one variable with constant coefficient 1 and nij ∈ Z>0.
Suppose I is T -invariant and corresponds to a one-dimensional subscheme Z. If x1x2x3x4 6= 0
on Z, then fi(x1x2x3x4) = 0 on Z for all i = 1, . . . l. However such a system of equations cannot
cut out a subscheme of dimension 6 1. So x1x2x3x4 = 0 on Z and fi(x1x2x3x3) 6= 0 on Z for
all i = 1, . . . , l. Hence the open subset
U = {f1(x1x2x3x4) 6= 0} ∩ . . . ∩ {fl(x1x2x3x4) 6= 0}
contains Z. The polynomials fi(x1x2x3x3) become invertible elements after restriction to U ,
hence
I|U = 〈xn111 xn122 xn133 xn144 , . . . , xnl11 xnl22 xnl33 xnl44 〉 .
We conclude that
I = 〈xn111 xn122 xn133 xn144 , . . . , xnl11 xnl22 xnl33 xnl44 〉 ,
which shows In(X, β)
T ⊆ In(X, β)(C∗)4 . 
Similarly to [17, I, Lem. 6] and [9, Lem. 3.4, 3.6], we have the following.
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Lemma 2.2. For any Z ∈ In(X, β)T , we have an isomorphism of T -representations
Ext0(IZ ,OZ) ∼= Ext1(IZ , IZ).
Moreover, Ext0(IZ ,OZ)T = 0. In particular, the scheme In(X, β)T = In(X, β)(C∗)4 consists of
finitely many reduced points.
We characterize the elements In(X, β)
T by collections of so-called solid partitions.
Definition 2.3. A solid partition π is a sequence π = {πijk ∈ Z>0 ∪ {∞}}i,j,k>1 satisfying:
πijk > πi+1,j,k, πijk > πi,j+1,k, πijk > πi,j,k+1 ∀ i, j, k > 1.
This extends the notions of a plane partition λ = {λij}i,j>1 (which we visualize as a pile of boxes
in R3 where λij is the height along the x3-axis) and (ordinary) partitions λ = {λi}i>1 (which
we visualize as a pile of squares in R2 where λi is the height along the x2-axis). Given a solid
partition π = {πijk}i,j,k>1, there exist unique plane partitions λ, µ, ν, ρ such that
πijk = λjk, ∀ i≫ 0, j, k > 1
πijk = µik, ∀ j ≫ 0, i, k > 1
πijk = νij , ∀ k ≫ 0, i, j > 1
πijk =∞⇔ k = ρij , ∀ i, j, k > 1.
We refer to λ, µ, ν, ρ as the asymptotic plane partitions associated to π in directions 1, 2, 3, 4
respectively. We call π point-like, when λ = µ = ν = ρ = ∅. Then the size of π is defined by
|π| :=
∑
i,j,k>1
πijk .
We call π curve-like when λ, µ, ν, ρ have finite size |λ|, |µ|, |ν|, |ρ| (not all zero). When π is
curve-like, we define its renormalized volume (similar to [17]) as follows. For any N ≫ 0
|π| :=
∑
16i,j,k6N
πijk − (|λ|+ |µ|+ |ν|) ·N,
which is independent of N ≫ 0.
Let [Z] ∈ In(X, β)T . Suppose C4 ∼= U ⊆ X is a maximal (C∗)4-invariant affine open subset.
Then there are coordinates (x1, x2, x3, x4) such that
t · xi = tixi, for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and t = (t1, t2, t3, t4) ∈ (C∗)4.
The restriction Z|U is cut out by a (C∗)4-invariant ideal IZ |U ⊆ C[x1, x2, x3, x4]. Solid par-
titions π (point- or curve-like) are in bijective correspondence to (C∗)4-invariant ideal IZpi ⊆
C[x1, x2, x3, x4] cutting out subschemes Zπ ⊆ C4 of dimension 6 1 via the following formula
(2.2) IZpi =
〈
xi−11 x
j−1
2 x
k−1
3 x
πijk
4 : i, j, k > 1
〉
.
Therefore, [Z] ∈ In(X, β)T determines a collection of solid partitions {π(α)}e(X)α=1 , where e(X) is
the topological Euler characteristic of X , which equals the number of (C∗)4-fixed points of X .
Let αβ ∈ E(X) and consider the corresponding (C∗)4-invariant line Cαβ ∼= P1. Suppose this
line given by {x2 = x3 = x4 = 0} in both charts Uα, Uβ . Let λ(α), λ(β) be the asymptotic plane
partitions of π(α), π(β) along the x1-axes in both charts. Then
(2.3) λ
(α)
ij = λ
(β)
ij =: λ
(αβ)
ij ∀ i, j > 1.
When a collection of (point- or curve-like) solid partitions {π(α)}e(X)α=1 satisfies (2.3), for all
α, β = 1, . . . , e(X), we say that it satisfies the gluing condition. Therefore, we obtain a bijective
correspondence{
pi = {π(α)}e(X)α=1 : π(α) point- or curve-like and satisfying (2.3)
}
1−1←→
Zpi ∈
⋃
β∈H2(X), n∈Z
In(X, β)
T .
Suppose β 6= 0 is effective. Then for any Z ∈ In(X, β)T , there exists a maximal Cohen-
Macaulay subscheme C ⊆ Z such that the cokernel in the short exact sequence
0→ IZ → IC → IC/IZ → 0
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is 0-dimensional. The restriction C|Uα corresponds to a curve-like solid partition π with asymp-
totics λ, µ, ν, ρ. Since C|Uα has no embedded points, the solid partition π is entirely determined
by the asymptotics λ, µ, ν, ρ as follows
(2.4) πijk =
{ ∞ if 1 6 k 6 ρij
max{λjk, µik, νij} otherwise.
For any plane partition of finite size, and m,m′,m′′ ∈ Z, we define
fm,m′,m′′(λ) :=
∑
i,j>1
λij∑
k=1
(1−m(i− 1)−m′(j − 1)−m′′(k − 1)).
For any αβ ∈ E(X) and plane partition λ satisfying |λ| <∞, we set
f(α, β) := fmαβ ,m′αβ,m′′αβ (λ),
where mαβ ,m
′
αβ ,m
′′
αβ were defined in (2.1).
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a smooth toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold and Z ⊆ X a (C∗)4-invariant closed
subscheme of dimension 6 1. Then
χ(OZ) =
∑
α∈V (X)
|π(α)|+
∑
αβ∈E(X)
f(α, β).
Proof. Denote by {π(α)}α∈V (X) the collection of solid partitions corresponding to Z and denote
the corresponding asymptotic plane partitions by {λ(αβ)}αβ∈E(X). For each α ∈ V (X), the
renormalized volume of π(α) is given by
|π(α)| =
∑
(i,j,k,l)∈π
(1−#{legs containing (i, j, k, l)}) ,
where (i, j, k, l) ∈ π(α) means i, j, k, l ∈ Z≥1 and l ≤ π(α)ijk .
Suppose C ⊆ Z is the maximal Cohen-Macaulay subcurve of Z. Each finite plane partition
λ(αβ) determines an associated Cohen-Macaulay curve on X , which is the thickening of Cαβ ∼= P1
according to the plane partitions λ(αβ). We denote this Cohen-Macaulay curve by λ(αβ)Cαβ ⊆ X .
Its underlying reduced curve is Cαβ ∼= P1. Then
C ⊆
⋃
αβ∈E(X)
λ(αβ)Cαβ
and by inclusion-exclusion, we have
χ(OC) =
∑
αβ∈E(X)
χ(Oλ(αβ)Cαβ ) +
∑
α∈V (X)
∑
(i,j,k,l)∈π(α)
(1 −#{legs containing (i, j, k, l)}).
Furthermore, we have
χ(Oλ(αβ)Cαβ ) =
∑
(i,j,k)∈λ(αβ)
χ(OP1(−(i− 1)mαβ)⊗OP1(−(j − 1)m′αβ)⊗OP1(−(k − 1)m′′αβ))
=
∑
(i,j,k)∈λ(αβ)
(1− (i− 1)mαβ − (j − 1)m′αβ − (k − 1)m′′αβ).
The lemma follows from the fact that the kernel of OZ ։ OC equals IC/IZ and
χ(IC/IZ) =
∑
α∈V (X)
χ(IC|Uα/IZ|Uα ) =
∑
α∈V (X)
∑
(i,j,k,l)∈pi(α)
(i,j,k,l) not in a leg
1. 
2.2. Fixed loci of moduli spaces of stable pairs. Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold. Then
the action of (C∗)4 lifts to the stable pairs space Pn(X, β). We will describe the fixed loci
Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 and Pn(X, β)
T closely following Pandharipande-Thomas [21].
Given a stable pair (F, s) on X , the scheme-theoretic support CF := supp(F ) of F is a
Cohen-Macaulay curve [20, Lem. 1.6]. Stable pairs with Cohen-Macaulay support curve C can
be described as follows [20, Prop. 1.8]:
Let m ⊆ OC be the ideal of a finite union of closed points on C. A stable pair (F, s) such that
CF = C and supp(Q)red ⊆ supp(OC/m) is equivalent to a subsheaf of lim−→Hom(m
r,OC)/OC .
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This uses the natural inclusions
Hom(mr,OC) →֒ Hom(mr+1,OC)
OC →֒ Hom(mr,OC)
induced by mr+1 ⊆ mr ⊆ OC .
Suppose [(F, s)] ∈ Pn(X, β)(C∗)4 , then CF is (C∗)4-fixed and therefore determines curve-like
solid partitions {π(α)}α∈V (X) as in the previous section. Consider a maximal (C∗)4-invariant
affine open subset C4 ∼= Uα ⊆ X . Denote the asymptotic plane partitions of π := π(α) in
directions 1, 2, 3, 4 by λ, µ, ν, ρ. Just like in (2.2), these correspond to (C∗)4-invariant ideals
IZλ ⊆ C[x2, x3, x4],
IZµ ⊆ C[x1, x3, x4],
IZν ⊆ C[x1, x2, x4],
IZρ ⊆ C[x1, x2, x3].
Define the following C[x1, x2, x3, x4]-modules
M1 := C[x1, x
−1
1 ]⊗C C[x2, x3, x4]/IZλ ,
M2 := C[x2, x
−1
2 ]⊗C C[x1, x3, x4]/IZµ ,
M3 := C[x3, x
−1
3 ]⊗C C[x1, x2, x4]/IZν ,
M4 := C[x4, x
−1
4 ]⊗C C[x1, x2, x3]/IZρ .
Then [21, Sect. 2.4]
lim−→Hom(m
r,OC|Uα ) ∼=
4⊕
i=1
Mi =:M,
where m = 〈x1, x2, x3, x4〉 ⊆ C[x1, x2, x3, x4]. Each module Mi comes from a ring and therefore
has a unit 1, which is homogeneous of degree (0, 0, 0, 0) with respect to the character group
X((C∗)4) = Z4. We form the quotient
(2.5) M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉.
Then (C∗)4-equivariant stable pairs on Uα ∼= C4 correspond to (C∗)4-invariant C[x1, x2, x3, x4]-
submodules of (2.5).
Combinatorial descriptionM/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉Denote the character group of (C∗)4 byX((C∗)4) =
Z4. For each module Mi, the weights w ∈ Z4 of its non-zero eigenspaces determine an infinite
“leg” Legi ⊆ Z4 along the xi-axis. For each weight w ∈ Z4, introduce four independent vectors
1w, 2w, 3w, 4w. Then the C[x1, x2, x3, x4]-module structure on M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉 is determined by
xj · iw = iw+ej ,
where i, j = 1, . . . , 4 and e1, . . . , e4 are the standard basis vectors of Z
4. Similar to the 3-fold
case [21, Sect. 2.5], we define regions
I+ ∪ II ∪ III ∪ IV ∪ I− =
4⋃
i=1
Legi ⊆ Z4,
as follows:
• I+ consists of all weights w ∈ Z4 with all coordinates non-negative and which lie in
precisely one leg. If w ∈ I+, then the corresponding weight space of M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉 is
0-dimensional.
• I− consists of all weights w ∈ Z4 with at least one negative coordinate. If w ∈ I− is sup-
ported in Legi, then the corresponding weight space of M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉 is 1-dimensional
C ∼= C · iw ⊆M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉.
• II consists of all weights w ∈ Z4, which lie in precisely two legs. If w ∈ II is supported in
Legi and Legj , then the corresponding weight space of M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉 is 1-dimensional
C ∼= C · iw ⊕ C · jw/C · (iw + jw) ⊆M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉.
• III consists of all weights w ∈ Z4, which lie in precisely three legs. If w ∈ III is supported
in Legi, Legj , and Legk, then the corresponding weight space of M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉 is 2-
dimensional
C2 ∼= C · iw ⊕ C · jw ⊕ C · kw/C · (iw + jw + kw) ⊆M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉.
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• IV consists of all weights w ∈ Z4, which lie in all four legs. If w ∈ IV, then the
corresponding weight space of M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉 is 3-dimensional
C3 ∼= C · 1w ⊕ C · 2w ⊕ C · 3w ⊕ C · 4w/C · (1w + 2w + 3w + 4w) ⊆M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉.
Box configurations. A box configuration is a finite collection of weights B ⊆ II∪ III∪ IV∪ I−
satisfying the following property:
if w = (w1, w2, w3, w4) ∈ II ∪ III ∪ IV ∪ I− and one of (w1 − 1, w2, w3, w4), (w1, w2 − 1, w3, w4),
(w1, w2, w3 − 1, w4), or (w1, w2, w3, w4 − 1) lies in B then w ∈ B.3
Such a box configuration determines a (C∗)4-invariant submodule ofM/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉 and there-
fore a (C∗)4-invariant stable pair on Uα ∼= C4 with cokernel of length
#(B ∩ II) + 2 ·#(B ∩ III) + 3 ·#(B ∩ IV) + #(B ∩ I−).
The box configurations defined in this section by no means describe all (C∗)4-invariant sub-
modules of M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉. From now on, we restrict attention to the case where the fixed
loci Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 are at most 0-dimensional for all n. Then the restriction of any [(F, s)] ∈
Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 to each Uα has a Cohen-Macaulay support curve with at most two asymptotic
plane partitions (as we prove below) and is described by a box configuration as above.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 is at most 0-dimensional for all n ∈ Z. Then for any
[(F, s)] ∈ Pn(X, β)(C∗)4 and any α ∈ V (X), the Cohen-Macaulay curve CF |Uα has at most two
asymptotic plane partitions.
Proof. Suppose there is an α ∈ V (X), such that the moduleM/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉 associated to CF |Uα ,
for some α ∈ V (X), has three or four non-empty asymptotic plane partitions.
Case 1: CF |Uα has four non-empty asymptotic plane partitions. Construct the following (C∗)4-
invariant submodule of M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉. At w = (0, 0, 0, 0), choose any 1-dimensional subspace
V0 ⊆ C · 10 ⊕ C · 20 ⊕ C · 30 ⊕ C · 40/C · (10 + 20 + 30 + 40)
and for any w ∈ (IV ∪ III ∪ II ∪ I−) \ {0}, we define
Vw :=
{
(M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉)w if w1, w2, w3, w4 > 0
0 otherwise
This determines a (C∗)4-invariant submodule of M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉. By varying V0 over all possible
1-dimensional subspaces, we obtain a connected component of
⋃
n Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 with P2 as its
underlying reduced variety. Contradiction.
Case 2: CF |Uα has three non-empty asymptotic plane partitions, say in directions 1,2,3. The
same strategy as above works, this time choosing a 1-dimensional subspace
V0 ⊆ C · 10 ⊕ C · 20 ⊕ C · 30/C · (10 + 20 + 30)
and setting Vw = (M/〈(1, 1, 1, 1)〉)w for all w ∈ (III ∪ II ∪ I−) \ {0} with w1, w2, w3, w4 > 0,
and Vw = 0 otherwise. We obtain a connected component of
⋃
n Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 with underlying
reduced variety P1. Contradiction. 
Proposition 2.6. Suppose Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 is at most 0-dimensional for all n ∈ Z. Then, as
schemes, Pn(X, β)
T = Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 consists of finitely many reduced points for all n ∈ Z.
Proof. Suppose [I• = {OX → F}] ∈ Pn(X, β)(C∗)4 . As before, we denote the open cover by
maximal (C∗)4-invariant affine open subsets by {Uα}α∈V (X). Let I•α := I•|Uα , Fα = F |Uα , and
Qα = Q|Uα (where Q is the cokernel of the stable pair). The proof consists of three parts, which
closely follows [21, Sect. 3.1, 3.2], but now one dimension higher.
Step 1: The restriction map
(2.6) HomX(I
•, F )→
⊕
α∈V (X)
HomUα(I
•
α, Fα)
is an isomorphism after taking (C∗)4-fixed parts. This follows from sequence [21, (3.2)] and
the fact that HomUα(ICα , Fα)
(C∗)4 = 0. The latter vanishing is obvious because there are no
(C∗)4-weights w such that the corresponding weight spaces (ICα)w and (Fα)w are both non-zero.
3In J. Bryan’s words: gravity pulls in the (1, 1, 1, 1)-direction.
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The restriction map (2.6) is also an isomorphism after taking T -fixed parts. This requires
the less obvious fact that HomUα(ICα , Fα)
T = 0. The latter vanishing follows from the analog
of [21, Lem. 2], the proof of which immediately adapts to our setting (and is very similar to the
manipulation with Haiman arrows detailed in [9, Lem. 3.6]).
Step 2: There are isomorphisms
HomUα(I
•
α, Fα)
(C∗)4 ∼= Ext1Uα(Qα, Fα)(C
∗)4 ∼= HomUα(Qα,M/Fα)(C
∗)4
by [21, (3.2) & Lem. 1]. Since we have at most two legs coming together (Proposition 2.5), there
are no (C∗)4-weights w such that the weight spaces (Qα)w and (M/Fα)w are both non-zero.
Therefore
HomUα(Qα,M/Fα)
(C∗)4 = 0.
Note that we do not require the analogue of [21, Prop. 4], which deals with the more complicated
case of labelled boxes (boxes with moduli). Hence HomX(I
•, F )(C
∗)4 = 0 and Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 con-
sists of finitely many reduced points.
Step 3: For the Calabi-Yau torus T ⊆ (C∗)4, we also have
HomUα(I
•
α, Fα)
T ∼= Ext1Uα(Qα, Fα)T ∼= HomUα(Qα,M/Fα)T
by [21, Lem. 3]. Decompose HomUα(Qα,M/Fα)
T with respect to the 1-dimensional torus
(C∗)4/T ∼= C∗. Suppose there exists a non-zero homogeneous morphism φ ∈ HomUα(Qα,M/Fα)T
of weight n ∈ Z. Since we have at most two legs coming together (Corollary 2.5), we must have
n < 0. Since φ is assumed non-zero, it sends some monomial xw11 x
w2
2 x
w3
3 x
w4
4 of a box of Qα
to λxw1+n1 x
w2+n
2 x
w3+n
3 x
w4+n
4 ∈ M/Fα for w in some leg, say Leg1, and some λ 6= 0. Con-
sider such a xw11 x
w2
2 x
w3
3 x
w4
4 with minimal w1 and maximal w2. Case 1: Qα supports a box at
(w1 + n,w2 + n + 1, w3 + n,w4 + n). This is not possible by minimality of w1 (recall n < 0).
Case 2: Qα does not support a box at (w1 + n,w2 + n+ 1, w3 + n,w4 + n). Then
λxw1+n1 x
w2+n+1
2 x
w3+n
3 x
w4+n
4 = x2 · φ(xw11 xw22 xw33 xw44 )
= φ(xw11 x
w2+1
2 x
w3
3 x
w4
4 )
= φ(0) = 0,
where xw11 x
w2+1
2 x
w3
3 x
w4
4 = 0 ∈ Qα by maximality of w2. This is a contradiction because (w1, w2+
1, w3, w4) does not support a box of Qα, so 0 6= xw1+n1 xw2+n+12 xw3+n3 xw4+n4 ∈M/Fα. 
2.3. Equivariant invariants. Following [11, 9, 14], we study curve counting and stable pair
invariants of toric Calabi-Yau 4-folds X . These are defined by T -localization, because X is not
proper and therefore In(X, β) is in general not proper either.
Let • denote SpecC with trivial (C∗)4-action. We denote by C⊗ ti the 1-dimensional (C∗)4-
representation with weight ti and we write λi ∈ H∗(C∗)4(•) for its (C∗)4-equivariant first Chern
class. Then
H∗(C∗)4(•) = Z[λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4],
H∗T (•) = Z[λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4]/〈λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4〉 ∼= Z[λ1, λ2, λ3].
Recall that T ⊆ (C∗)4 denotes the Calabi-Yau torus, which is defined as the subtorus preserving
the Calabi-Yau volume form. Note that the Serre duality pairing Exti(E,E) ∼= Ext4−i(E,E)∗
is a T -equivariant isomorphism for any T -equivariant coherent sheaf E on X and any i.
For each of the finitely many fixed points Z ∈ In(X, β)T = In(X, β)(C∗)4 (Lemma 2.2), one
can form a complex vector bundle
ET ×T Exti(IZ , IZ)
↓
ET ×T {IZ} = BT
for i = 1, 2,
whose Euler class is the T -equivariant Euler class eT
(
Exti(IZ , IZ)
)
.
When i = 2, the Serre duality pairing on Ext2(IZ , IZ) induces a non-degenerate quadratic
form Q on ET ×T Ext2(IZ , IZ), because T preserves the Calabi-Yau volume form. We define
(2.7) eT
(
Ext2(IZ , IZ), Q
) ∈ Z[λ1, λ2, λ3]
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as the half Euler class 4 of (ET ×T Ext2(IZ , IZ), Q), which satisfies
(−1) 12 ext2(IZ ,IZ )eT
(
Ext2(IZ , IZ)
)
=
(
eT
(
Ext2(IZ , IZ), Q
))2
.(2.8)
The half Euler class (2.7) depends on the choice of an orientation on a positive real form, or
—equivalently— a choice of square root of (2.8).
Similar to [9, Sect. 3], we define equivariant curve counting invariants as follows.
Definition 2.7. LetX be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold and β ∈ H2(X). For γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗T (X,Q),
we define
In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm)o(L) :=
∑
Z∈In(X,β)T
(−1)o(L)|Z
√
(−1) 12 ext2(IZ ,IZ)eT
(
Ext2(IZ , IZ)
)
eT
(
Ext1(IZ , IZ)
) · m∏
i=1
τ(γi)|Z
∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4)〈λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4〉
∼= Q(λ1, λ2, λ3),
where o(L)|Z denotes a choice of sign for each Z ∈ In(X, β)T and τ is the insertion (1.2). We
often drop o(L) from the notation. When there is no insertion, we write In,β(X ;T ) for the
invariant. We also form the generating series
Iβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) :=
∑
n∈Z
In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) q
n ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)((q)).
Remark 2.8. The number of choices of orientations in the previous definition is 2#In,β(X)
T
.
There is a parallel story for stable pairs. For [I• = {OX → F}] ∈ Pn(X, β)(C∗)4 , we can define
the equivariant Euler classes eT
(
Exti(I•, I•)
)
and a square root√
(−1) 12 ext2(I•,I•)eT
(
Ext2(I•, I•)
) ∈ Z[λ1, λ2, λ3].
We define equivariant stable pair invariants when Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 is at most 0-dimensional for
all n ∈ Z. Then Pn(X, β)T = Pn(X, β)(C∗)4 consists of finitely many reduced points (Proposition
2.6). Recall that this happens in several interesting examples, e.g. when X is a local toric curve
or surface.
Definition 2.9. Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold and let β ∈ H2(X). Suppose Pn(X, β)(C∗)4
is at most 0-dimensional for all n ∈ Z. For γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗T (X), we define
Pn,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm)o(L) :=
∑
[I•]∈Pn(X,β)T
(−1)o(L)|[I•]
√
(−1) 12 ext2(I•,I•)eT
(
Ext2(I•, I•)
)
eT
(
Ext1(I•, I•)
) · m∏
i=1
τ(γi)|[I•]
∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4)〈λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4〉
∼= Q(λ1, λ2, λ3),
where o(L)|[I•] denotes a choice of sign for each [I•] ∈ Pn(X, β)T and τ is the insertion (0.3).
We often drop o(L) from the notation. When there is no insertion, we write Pn,β(X ;T ) for the
invariant. We also form generating series
Pβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) :=
∑
n∈Z
Pn,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) q
n ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)((q)).
Remark 2.10. Unlike the compact case, where n is the virtual dimension, it is not true in
general that In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) and Pn,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) are zero when n < 0. E.g. for
X = TotP1×P1(O(−1,−1)⊕O(−1,−1)), β = (3, 2), n = −1, we have Pn,β(X ;T ) = 0 only for 26
out of 212 possible choices of signs.
2.4. Vertex formalism. We now develop a vertex formalism, which reduces the calculation of
invariants of the previous section to X = C4. In the case of equivariant curve counting invariants,
we closely follow the 3-fold case developed by Maulik-Nekrasov-Okounkov-Pandharipande [17].
For β = 0, this was carried out by the authors in [9]. In the case of equivariant stable pair
invariants, we follow the 3-fold case developed by Pandharipande-Thomas [21].
Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold and consider the cover {Uα}α∈V (X) by maximal (C∗)4-
invariant affine open subsets. Let E = IZ , with Z ∈ In(X, β)(C∗)4 or E = [I•] ∈ Pn(X, β)(C∗)4 .
For each α ∈ V (X), the scheme Z|Uα corresponds to a solid partition and I•|Uα = {OUα → F |Uα}
4I.e. the Euler class of its positive real form, which is a half rank real subbundle on which Q is real and positive
definite.
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corresponds to a box configuration as described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. When E = I•, we assume
that, for all α ∈ V (X), the Cohen-Macaulay support curve C|Uα is described by a solid partition
with at most two non-empty asymptotic plane partitions. We want to calculate
−RHom(E,E)0 ∈ KT (•).
In fact, we calculate the class of this complex in K(C∗)4(•). We will use the exact triangle
(2.9) E → OX → E′,
where E′ = OZ when E = IZ , and E′ = F when E = I•. In either case, E′ is 1-dimensional.
Let Γ(−) denote the global section functor. Let Uαβ = Uα ∩ Uβ , Uαβγ = Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ , etc.,
and let Eα := E|Uα , Eαβ := E|Uαβ etc. The local-to-global spectral sequence and calculation of
sheaf cohomology with respect to the Cˇech cover {Uα}α∈V (X) gives
−RHomX(E,E)0 =
∑
α∈V (X),i
(−1)i
(
Γ(Uα,OUα)− Γ(Uα, Ext i(Eα, Eα))
)
−
∑
αβ∈E(X),i
(−1)i
(
Γ(Uαβ ,OUαβ )− Γ(Uαβ , Ext i(Eαβ , Eαβ))
)
.
Here we use H>0(Uα,−) = 0, because Uα is affine. We also use that intersections Uαβγ···, with
α, β, γ, . . . pairwise distinct, do not contribute because
E|Uαβγ··· = OUαβγ··· ,
which can be seen from (2.9) and the fact that E′ is 1-dimensional. Hence we are reduced to
determining
−RHomUα(Eα, Eα)0 =
∑
i
(−1)i
(
Γ(Uα,OUα)− Γ(Uα, Ext i(Eα, Eα))
)
,
−RHomUαβ (Eαβ , Eαβ)0 =
∑
i
(−1)i
(
Γ(Uαβ ,OUαβ )− Γ(Uαβ , Ext i(Eαβ , Eαβ))
)
.
Vertex term. On Uα ∼= C4, we use coordinates x1, x2, x3, x4 such that the (C∗)4-action is
t · xi = tixi, for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and t = (t1, t2, t3, t4) ∈ (C∗)4.
Let R := Γ(OUα) ∼= C[x1, x2, x3, x4]. Consider the class [Eα] in the equivariant K-group
K(C∗)4(Uα). There exists a ring isomorphism
K(C∗)4(Uα) ∼= Z[t±11 , t±12 , t±3 , t±14 ],
where [R] corresponds to 1. The Laurent polynomial P(Eα) corresponding to [Eα] via this iso-
morphism is called the Poincare´ polynomial of Eα. For any w = (w1, w2, w3, w4) ∈ X((C∗)4) =
Z4, we use multi-index notation
tw := tw11 t
w2
2 t
w3
3 t
w4
4 .
Then [R⊗ tw] ∈ K(C∗)4(Uα) corresponds to tw ∈ Z[t±11 , t±12 , t±13 , t±14 ].
Define an involution (−) on K(C∗)4(Uα) by Z-linear extension of
tw := t−w.
For any element M ∈ K(C∗)4(Uα), we denote the class of its underlying (C∗)4-representation by
trM . As in [17], we take a (C
∗)4-equivariant free resolution
0→ Fs → · · · → F0 → Eα → 0,
where
Fi =
⊕
j
R⊗ tdij ,
for certain dij ∈ Z4. Then
(2.10) P(Eα) =
∑
i,j
(−1)itdij .
Denote the (C∗)4-character of E′|Uα by
Zα := trE′|Uα .
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When E′ = OZ , the scheme Z|Uα corresponds to a solid partition π(α) as described in Section
2.1. Then
(2.11) Zα =
∑
i,j,k>1
π
(α)
ijk∑
l=1
ti−11 t
j−1
2 t
k−1
3 t
l−1
4 .
When E′ = F , we use the short exact sequence
0→ OC → F → Q→ 0,
where C is the Cohen-Macaulay support curve and Q is the cokernel. Then
(2.12) Zα = trOC |Uα +trQ|Uα ,
where OC |Uα is described by a solid partition π(α) and Q|Uα is described by a box configuration
B(α) as in Section 2.2. Then trOC |Uα is given by the RHS of (2.11). Moreover, trQ|Uα is the sum
of tw over all w ∈ B(α).
In both cases, Zα can be expressed in terms of the Poincare´ polynomial of Eα as follows
(2.13) Zα = trOUα−Eα =
1− P(Eα)
(1− t1)(1 − t2)(1 − t3)(1− t4) .
We obtain
RHom(Eα, Eα) =
∑
i,j,k,l
(−1)i+kHom(R ⊗ tdij , R⊗ tdkl)
=
∑
i,j,k,l
(−1)i+kR ⊗ tdkl−dij
= P(Eα)P(Eα),
trRHom(Eα,Eα) =
P(Eα)P(Eα)
(1− t1)(1 − t2)(1− t3)(1− t4) ,
where we used (2.10) for the third equality. Eliminating P(Eα) by using (2.13), we conclude
(2.14) tr−RHom(Eα,Eα)0 = Zα +
Zα
t1t2t3t4
− ZαZα(1− t1)(1 − t2)(1 − t3)(1− t4)
t1t2t3t4
.
Edge term. Let αβ ∈ E(X). On Uαβ ∼= C∗ × C3, we use coordinates x1, x2, x3, x4 such that
the (C∗)4-action is given by
t · xi = tixi, for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and t = (t1, t2, t3, t4) ∈ (C∗)4.
Let R := Γ(OUαβ ) ∼= C[x1, x−11 ]⊗ C[x2, x3, x4]. As in [17], we define
δ(t1) :=
∑
k∈Z
tk1 .
Similar to the vertex calculation, we set
Zαβ := trE′|Uαβ .
In both cases, E = IZ and E = I
•, we have an underlying Cohen-Macaulay support curve C
and C|Uα , C|Uβ are described by solid partitions π(α), π(β) respectively. Suppose in both charts
Uα ∼= C4 and Uβ ∼= C4, the line Cαβ ∼= P1 is given by {x2 = x3 = x4 = 0}. Then π(α), π(β)
give rise to the same asymptotic finite plane partition λ(αβ) along the x1-direction, by gluing
condition (2.3), and
(2.15) Zαβ =
∑
j,k>1
λ(αβ)∑
l=1
tj−12 t
k−1
3 t
l−1
4 .
A computation similar to the vertex case yields
(2.16) − tr−RHom(Eαβ,Eαβ)0 = δ(t1)
(
−Zαβ + Zαβ
t2t3t4
− ZαβZαβ(1− t2)(1 − t3)(1− t4)
t2t3t4
)
.
Redistribution. Expressions (2.14) and (2.16) are formal Laurent series in t1, t2, t3, t4. How-
ever, MNOP [17] give a method for redefining these terms in such a way that we get Laurent
polynomials in t1, t2, t3, t4. This process is known as redistribution. Define
(2.17) Fαβ := −Zαβ + Zαβ
t2t3t4
− ZαβZαβ(1− t2)(1 − t3)(1− t4)
t2t3t4
.
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For any α ∈ V (X), denote by Cαβ1 , Cαβ2 , Cαβ3 , Cαβ4 the four (C∗)4-invariant lines passing
through the (C∗)4-fixed point pα. Then we define
(2.18) Vα := tr−RHom(Eα,Eα)0 +
4∑
i=1
Fαβi(ti′ , ti′′ , ti′′′)
1− ti ,
where {ti, ti′ , ti′′ , ti′′′} = {t1, t2, t3, t4}. For any αβ ∈ E(X), use coordinates as in the treatment
of the edge term above. Then we define
(2.19) Eαβ := t
−1
1
Fαβ(t2, t3, t4)
1− t−11
− Fαβ(t2t
−mαβ
1 , t3t
−m′αβ
1 , t4t
−m′′αβ
1 )
1− t−11
,
where (t1, t2, t3, t4) 7→ (t−11 , t2t−mαβ1 , t3t
−m′αβ
1 , t4t
−m′′αβ
1 ) corresponds to the coordinate transfor-
mation Uα → Uβ and mαβ ,m′αβ,m′′αβ are the weights of the normal bundle of Cαβ defined in
(2.1). The result of this redistibution is
Vα ∈ Z[t±11 , t±12 , t±13 , t±14 ], Eαβ ∈ Z[t±12 , t±13 , t±14 ],
which is proved precisely as in [17, Lem. 9]. When E = IZ , we write V
DT
α for Vα and E
DT
αβ
for Eαβ. When E = I
•, we write VPTα for Vα and E
PT
αβ for Eαβ. Note that E
DT
αβ = E
PT
αβ . We
summarize:
Proposition 2.11. Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold and β ∈ H2(X). Let E = IZ , with
Z ∈ In(X, β)(C∗)4 or E = [I•] ∈ Pn(X, β)(C∗)4 . In the second case, we assume the Cohen-
Macaulay support curve C has the following property: for all α ∈ V (X), the solid partition
associated to C|Uα has at most two non-empty asymptotic plane partitions. Then
tr−RHom(E,E)0 =
∑
α∈V (X)
Vα +
∑
α∈E(X)
Eαβ ,
where Vα and Eαβ are Laurent polynomials for all α ∈ V (X) and αβ ∈ E(X).
2.5. Equivariant DT/PT correspondence. Consider plane partitions λ, µ, ν, ρ of finite size.
In the stable pairs case, we assume at most two are non-empty. This data determines a (C∗)4-
fixed Cohen-Macaulay curve C ⊆ C4 with solid partition defined by (2.4). We denote this solid
partition by πCM(λ, µ, ν, ρ). We are interested in:
• All (C∗)4-invariant closed subschemes Z ⊆ C4 with underlying maximal Cohen-Macaulay
subcurve C. These correspond to solid partitions π with asymptotic plane partitions
λ, µ, ν, ρ in directions 1, 2, 3, 4 (Section 2.1). We denote the collection of such solid
partitions by ΠDT(λ, µ, ν, ρ). To any solid partition π ∈ ΠDT(λ, µ, ν, ρ), we associate a
character Zπ defined by RHS of (2.11). This in turn determines a Laurent polynomial
V
DT
π ∈ Z[t±11 , t±12 , t±13 , t±14 ]
by RHS of (2.18) (via (2.17), (2.14)).
• All (C∗)4-invariant stable pairs (F, s) on C4 with underlying Cohen-Macaulay support
curve C. These correspond to box configurations as described in Section 2.2. Denote
the collection of such box configurations by ΠPT(λ, µ, ν, ρ). To any box configuration
B ∈ ΠPT(λ, µ, ν, ρ), we associate a character ZB defined by the RHS of (2.12), where
the Cohen-Macaulay part is given by (2.11), for solid partition πCM(λ, µ, ν, ρ), and the
cokernel part is the sum of tw over all w ∈ B. This determines a Laurent polynomial
V
PT
π ∈ Z[t±11 , t±12 , t±13 , t±14 ]
by RHS of (2.18) (via (2.17), (2.14)).
From the definitions, one readily calculates (in both the DT/PT case)
Vπ = Vπ · t1t2t3t4.
Therefore, after restricting to Z[t1, t2, t3, t4]/〈t1t2t3t4−1〉, his expression has a square root. This
allows us to make the following definition:
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Definition 2.12. Consider plane partitions λ, µ, ν, ρ of finite size. Define the equivariant 4-fold
DT vertex by 5
V
DT
λµνρ(q)o(L) :=
∑
π∈ΠDT(λ,µ,ν,ρ)
(−1)o(L)|pi
√
(−1)apieT (−VDTπ ) q|π| ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)((q)),
where o(L)|π = 0, 1 gives a choice of sign for each π, eT (−) is the equivariant Euler class,
and |π| denotes renormalized volume. Moreover, (−1)api denotes the unique sign for which
(−1)apieT (−VDTπ ) is a square in Q(λ1, λ2, λ3).
Assume at most two of λ, µ, ν, ρ are non-empty. Define the equivariant 4-fold PT vertex by
V
PT
λµνρ(q)o(L) :=
∑
B∈ΠPT(λ,µ,ν,ρ)
(−1)o(L)|B
√
(−1)aBeT (−VPTB ) q|B|+|πCM(λ,µ,ν,ρ)| ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)((q)),
where o(L)|B = 0, 1 gives a choice of sign for each B, |B| denotes the total number of boxes
in the box configuration, and |πCM(λ, µ, ν, ρ)| denotes renormalized volume. Moreover, (−1)aB
denotes the unique sign for which (−1)aBeT (−VPTB ) is a square in Q(λ1, λ2, λ3). We often omit
o(L) from the notation. We also define “normalizations”
V˜
DT
λµνρ(q) := q
−|πCM(λ,µ,ν,ρ)|V
DT
λµνρ(q) ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)[[q]],
V˜
PT
λµνρ(q) := q
−|πCM(λ,µ,ν,ρ)|V
PT
λµνρ(q) ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)[[q]].
Analogously, we associate to a finite plane partition λ the character Zλ defined by the RHS
of (2.15). We define the edge term
E
DT
λ,o(L) = E
PT
λ,o(L) ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3)
by taking the square root of the (signed) Euler class of minus the RHS of (2.19) (via (2.17)). As
before, this definition depends on a sign (−1)o(L)|λ , where o(L)|λ = 0, 1. We usually omit this
dependence from the notation.
The vertex formalism reduces the calculation of equivariant curve counting and stable pair
invariants of any toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold to a combinatorial expression involving Vλµνρ and Eλ.
Rather than writing this down in general, we discuss an illustrative example. Suppose X is the
total space of OP2(−1) ⊕OP2(−2). Let β = d [P1]. Then Lemma 2.4 and the vertex formalism
(Section 2.4) imply
Iβ(X ;T ) =
∑
λ,µ,ν
|λ|+|µ|+|ν|=d
qf1,−1,−2(λ)+f1,−1,−2(µ)+f1,−1,−2(ν)EDTλ |(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4)VDTλµ∅∅|(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4)EDTµ |(λ2,λ1,λ3,λ4)
· VDTµν∅∅|(−λ2,λ1−λ2,λ3+λ2,λ4+2λ2)EDTν |(λ1−λ2,−λ2,λ3+λ2,λ4+2λ2)VDTνλ∅∅|(λ2−λ1,−λ1,λ3+λ1,λ4+2λ1),
where the sum is over all finite plane partitions λ, µ, ν satisfying |λ| + |µ| + |ν| = d. Here the
choice of signs for Iβ(X ;T ) is determined by the choice of signs in each vertex and edge term.
The same expression holds for Pβ(X ;T ) replacing DT by PT.
When β = 0, the space In(X, β) reduces to the Hilbert scheme Hilb
n(X) of n points previously
studied in [9, 18]. When X = C4, we have I0(X ;T ) = V
DT
∅∅∅∅(q). A closed expression for this
generating series was conjectured by Nekrasov [18]:
Conjecture 2.13. (Nekrasov [18]) There exist unique choices of signs such that the following
formula holds
V
DT
∅∅∅∅(q) = exp
(
q
(λ1 + λ2)(λ1 + λ3)(λ2 + λ3)
λ1λ2λ3(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
)
.
Remark 2.14. The existence part of the conjecture was verified modulo q7 in [18] and later
modulo q17 in [19]. The uniqueness was conjectured in [9, Appendix B] and checked modulo q5.
Note that
(λ1 + λ2)(λ1 + λ3)(λ2 + λ3)
λ1λ2λ3(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
= −
∫
C4
cT3 (C
4),
where
∫
C4
is equivariant push-forward to a point and cT3 (C
4) denotes the equivariant third Chern
class of the tangent bundle TC4 .
Let X be any toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold. The vertex formalism (for β = 0), Atiyah-Bott local-
ization on X , and Nekrasov’s conjecture at once imply the following result about Hilbn(X):
5In this definition, we use that VDTpi does not contain any T -fixed terms with coefficient “+” (no T -fixed
deformations). This follows from the fact that (2.14) has no T -fixed terms with coefficient “+” (Lemma 2.2) and
redistribution does not introduce any new T -fixed terms. Similar considerations hold in the stable pairs case and
for the edge terms discussed below.
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Proposition 2.15. Assuming Conjecture 2.13 holds, then for any toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold X,
there exist choices of signs such that
I0(X ;T ) = exp
(
− q
∫
X
cT3 (X)
)
.
We conjecture the following DT/PT vertex correspondence:
Conjecture 2.16. For any finite plane partitions λ, µ, ν, ρ, at most two of which are non-empty,
there are choices of signs such that
V
DT
λµνρ(q) = V
PT
λµνρ(q)V
DT
∅∅∅∅(q).
Suppose we choose the signs for VDT∅∅∅∅(q) equal to the unique signs in Nekrasov’s conjecture
2.13. Then, at each order in q, the choice of signs for which LHS and RHS agree is unique up
to an overall sign.
By using an implementation into Maple, we verified the following cases:
Proposition 2.17. There are choices of signs such that
V˜
DT
λµνρ(q) = V˜
PT
λµνρ(q)V
DT
∅∅∅∅(q) mod q
N
in the following cases:
• for any |λ|+ |µ|+ |ν|+ |ρ| 6 1 and N = 4,
• for any |λ|+ |µ|+ |ν|+ |ρ| 6 2 and N = 4,
• for any |λ|+ |µ|+ |ν|+ |ρ| 6 3 and N = 3,
• for any |λ|+ |µ|+ |ν|+ |ρ| 6 4 and N = 3.
In each of these cases, the uniqueness statement of Conjecture 2.16 holds.
2.6. Primary insertions. Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold and γ ∈ H∗T (X,Q). Consider
[E] ∈M (C∗)4 , where either ([E],M) = (Z, In(X, β)) or ([E],M) = ([I• = {OX → F}], Pn(X, β)).
Denote the underlying Cohen-Macaulay curve by C. We are interested in the restriction
τ(γ)
∣∣
[E]
.
Going around the following diagram both ways
{[E]} ×X
∫
X



//M ×X
πM

πX
// X
• // M
we find
(2.20) τ(γ)
∣∣
[E]
=
∫
X
γ · chT3 (OC),
where
∫
X
denotes equivariant push-forward to a point •. Crucially, we used
(2.21) chT3 (OZ) = chT3 (OC) = chT3 (F )
so τ(γ)|[E] is given by the same expression in the DT and PT case. This is no longer the case
for higher descendent insertions, which are not considered in this paper. Applying Atiyah-Bott
localization to (2.20) gives
(2.22) τ(γ)
∣∣
[E]
=
∑
α∈V (X)
chT3 (Zα · (1− t(α)1 )(1 − t(α)2 )(1− t(α)3 )(1− t(α)4 )) ·
γ
∣∣
pα
eT (TX |pα)
,
where t
(α)
i are the characters of the (C
∗)4-action on chart Uα and Zα is given by (2.11) with
π(α) the solid partition corresponding to C|Uα . Insertions for stable pair invariants were studied
on 3-folds in [21, Sect. 6].
Similar to the previous paragraph, the vertex formalism can also be used to calculate arbitrary
equivariant curve counting and stable pairs invariants with primary insertions on toric Calabi-
Yau 4-folds. Again we illustrate this for X the total space of OP2(−1)⊕OP2(−2) and β = d [P1].
For any point-like plane partitions λ, µ, ν, denote by Cλµν the (C
∗)4-invariant Cohen-Macaulay
curve supported on the (C∗)4-invariant lines P1 ∪ P1 ∪ P1 ⊆ P2 ⊆ X and with “cross-sections”
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λ, µ, ν along these lines. We denote its character in chart Uα by (Cλµν )α. Then Lemma 2.4, the
vertex formalism (Section 2.4), and (2.22) imply
Iβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) =
∑
λ,µ,ν
|λ|+|µ|+|ν|=d
qf1,−1,−2(λ)+f1,−1,−2(µ)+f1,−1,−2(ν)EDTλ |(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4)VDTλµ∅∅|(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4)
· EDTµ |(λ2,λ1,λ3,λ4)VDTµν∅∅|(−λ2,λ1−λ2,λ3+λ2,λ4+2λ2)EDTν |(λ1−λ2,−λ2,λ3+λ2,λ4+2λ2)VDTνλ∅∅|(λ2−λ1,−λ1,λ3+λ1,λ4+2λ1)
·
(
m∏
i=1
∑
α∈V (X)
chT3
(
(Cλµν )α
)
(1− t(α)1 )(1− t(α)2 )(1 − t(α)3 )(1 − t(α)4 )
γi
∣∣
pα
eT (TX |pα)
)
,
for all γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗T (X,Q). The choice of signs for Iβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) are determined by
RHS. The same expression holds for Pβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) when replacing DT by PT.
2.7. Consequences. The DT/PT vertex correspondence (Conjecture 2.16) implies the follow-
ing equivariant DT/PT correspondence for toric Calabi-Yau 4-folds.
Theorem 2.18. Assume Conjecture 2.16 holds. Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold, β ∈ H2(X)
such that Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 is at most 0-dimensional for all n ∈ Z, and let γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗T (X).
Then there exist choices of signs such that
Iβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm)
I0(X ;T )
= Pβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm).
In particular, without insertions we have
Iβ(X ;T )
I0(X ;T )
= Pβ(X ;T ).
Proof. In order to keep the notation sufficiently simple, we consider the case X is the total
space of TotP2(O(−1)⊕O(−2)) and β = d [P1]. The general case follows similarly, after setting
up the right notation. As in the previous paragraph, for any finite plane partitions λ, µ, ν,
let Cλµν be the (C
∗)4-invariant Cohen-Macaulay curve supported on the (C∗)4-invariant lines
P1∪P1∪P1 ⊆ P2 ⊆ X and with “cross-sections” λ, µ, ν along these lines. We denote its character
in chart Uα by (Cλµν )α. Then Conjecture 2.16 implies that there exist choices of signs such that
Iβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) =
∑
λ,µ,ν
|λ|+|µ|+|ν|=d
qf1,−1,−2(λ)+f1,−1,−2(µ)+f1,−1,−2(ν)EDTλ |(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4)VDTλµ∅∅|(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4)
· EDTµ |(λ2,λ1,λ3,λ4)VDTµν∅∅|(−λ2,λ1−λ2,λ3+λ2,λ4+2λ2)EDTν |(λ1−λ2,−λ2,λ3+λ2,λ4+2λ2)VDTνλ∅∅|(λ2−λ1,−λ1,λ3+λ1,λ4+2λ1)
·
(
m∏
i=1
∑
α∈V (X)
chT3
(
(Cλµν )α
)
(1− t(α)1 )(1− t(α)2 )(1 − t(α)3 )(1 − t(α)4 )
γi
∣∣
pα
eT (TX |pα)
)
,
= VDT∅∅∅∅
∣∣∣
(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4)
V
DT
∅∅∅∅|(−λ2,λ1−λ2,λ3+λ2,λ4+2λ2)VDT∅∅∅∅|(λ2−λ1,−λ1,λ3+λ1,λ4+2λ1)
·
∑
λ,µ,ν
|λ|+|µ|+|ν|=d
qf1,−1,−2(λ)+f1,−1,−2(µ)+f1,−1,−2(ν)EPTλ |(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4)VPTλµ∅∅|(λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4)
· EPTµ |(λ2,λ1,λ3,λ4)VPTµν∅∅|(−λ2,λ1−λ2,λ3+λ2,λ4+2λ2)EPTν |(λ1−λ2,−λ2,λ3+λ2,λ4+2λ2)VPTνλ∅∅|(λ2−λ1,−λ1,λ3+λ1,λ4+2λ1)
·
(
m∏
i=1
∑
α∈V (X)
chT3
(
(Cλµν )α
)
(1− t(α)1 )(1− t(α)2 )(1 − t(α)3 )(1 − t(α)4 )
γi
∣∣
pα
eT (TX |pα)
)
,
= I0(X ;T ) · Pβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm).
Besides Conjecture 2.16, this uses the fact that EDTλ = E
PT
λ (the DT/PT edges coincide) and
τ(γ)|Z = τ(γ)|[I•] for any Z ∈ In(X, β)(C∗)4 and [I•] ∈ Pn(X, β)(C∗)4 with the same underlying
Cohen-Macaulay curve (2.21). 
The next two theorems can be seen as good evidence for Conjecture 1.1.
Theorem 2.19. Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold and β ∈ H2(X). Suppose Pn(X, β) is proper
and Pn(X, β)
(C∗)4 is at most 0-dimensional for all n ∈ Z. Assume the following:
(1) the DT/PT vertex correspondence (Conjecture 2.16) holds,
(2) (0.5) holds for β and n = 0, and (0.6) holds for β and all n < 0,
(3) the signs of (1) and (2) can be chosen compatibly.
Then I0,β(X ;T ) = P0,β(X) ∈ Z.
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Proof. Theorem 2.18 implies
I0,β(X ;T ) =
∞∑
k=0
Ik,0(X ;T ) · P−k,β(X ;T ),
which is a finite sum because P−k(X, β)
(C∗)4 = ∅ for k ≫ 0. For all k > 0, the virtual class
[P−k(X, β)]
vir has negative virtual dimension. Therefore (0.6) implies
0 = [P−k(X, β)]
vir = P−k,β(X ;T )
for all k > 0. We conclude I0,β(X ;T ) = P0,β(X ;T ) = P0,β(X) ∈ Z, where the second equality
follows from the localization formula (0.5). 
Theorem 2.20. Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau 4-fold satisfying
∫
X
cT3 (X) = 0 and let β ∈ H2(X).
Let γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗(X,Z) admitting T -equivariant lifts and satisfying
∑
i deg τ(γi) = 2n > 0.
Suppose Pχ(X, β) is proper and Pχ(X, β)
(C∗)4 is at most 0-dimensional for all χ ∈ Z. Assume
the following:
(1) the DT/PT vertex correspondence (Conjecture 2.16) holds,
(2) Nekrasov’s conjecture (Conjecture 2.13) holds,
(3) (0.5) holds for β, γ1, . . . , γm, n,
(4) the signs of (1), (2), and (3) can be chosen compatibly.
Then In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) = Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) ∈ Z.
Proof. Choose insertions γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗(X,Z) (admitting T -equivariant lifts) with the prop-
erty that
∑
i deg τ(γi) = 2n > 0. Theorem 2.18 implies
(2.23) In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) =
∞∑
k=0
Ik,0(X ;T ) · Pn−k,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm),
which is a finite sum because P−k(X, β)
(C∗)4 = ∅ for k ≫ 0. Nekrasov’s conjecture and∫
X c
T
3 (X) = 0 imply
I0(X ;T ) = exp
(
−q
∫
X
cT3 (X)
)
= 1.
Hence Ik,0(X ;T ) = 0 for all k > 0 and (2.23) reduces to
In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) = Pn,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) = Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) ∈ Z,
where the second equality follows from (0.5). 
2.8. Examples. We now discuss some cases of Theorem 2.18, 2.19, and 2.20, where verified
Conjectures 2.13 and 2.16 (by Proposition 2.17). In each case the verification is for curve classes
β of total degree 6 4 and holomorphic Euler characteristic n with n 6 N for some N . The cases
n = 0, 1 are particularly interesting cases in view of the PT/GV correspondence of [14] discussed
in Section 0.2.
Let X = TotP1(O ⊕ O(−1) ⊕O(−1)). Then (the proof of) Theorem 2.18 implies that there
exist choices of signs such that
(2.24) Iβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) = I0(X ;T ) · Pβ(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) mod qN
in the following cases:
• β = 1 and N = 5,
• β = 2 and N = 6,
• β = 3 and N = 6,
• β = 4 and N = 7.
Let X = TotP2(O(−1)⊕O(−2)). Then (the proof of) Theorem 2.18 implies that there exist
choices of signs such that (2.24) holds in the following cases:
• β = 1 and N = 5,
• β = 2 and N = 5,
• β = 3 and N = 3,
• β = 4 and N = 1.
Note that Pn(X, β) is proper for all n ∈ Z, because O(−1) ⊕ O(−2) has two negative fibre
directions. Assuming the virtual localization formulae (0.5) (for β = 3, 4 and n = 0), (0.6) (for
β = 3, 4 and n < 0), and compatibility of signs, we also conclude that I0,β(X ;T ) = P0,β(X) ∈ Z
for β = 3, 4. In App. A, we prove the virtual localization formula when all stable pairs are
scheme theoretically supported in the zero section and the moduli space is smooth, which holds
for β = 3, 4, n = 0.
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Let X = TotP1×P1(O(−1,−1)⊕O(−1,−1)). Then (the proof of) Theorem 2.18 implies that
there exist choices of signs such that (2.24) holds in the following cases:
• β = (1, 0) and N = 5,
• β = (2, 0) and N = 6,
• β = (1, 1) and N = 5,
• β = (3, 0) and N = 6,
• β = (2, 1) and N = 4,
• β = (4, 0) and N = 7,
• β = (3, 1) and N = 4,
• β = (2, 2) and N = 3.
Again, Pn(X, β) is proper for all n ∈ Z, because O(−1,−1) ⊕ O(−1,−1) has two negative
fibre directions. Also note that
∫
X c
T
3 (X) = 0 (by direct calculation). Assuming the virtual
localization formulae (0.5) (for β = (2, 2) and n = 0), (0.6) (for β = (2, 2) and n < 0), and
compatibility of signs, we also conclude that I0,(2,2)(X ;T ) = P0,(2,2)(X) ∈ Z. For β = (2, 2) and
n = 0, all stable pairs are scheme theoretically supported in the zero section and the moduli
space is smooth, so the virtual localization formula holds by App. A.
Let β, n > 0 be in the previous list. Let γ1, . . . , γm ∈ H∗(X,Z) admitting T -equivariant
lifts and satisfying
∑
i deg τ(γi) = 2n > 0. In this range, Nekrasov’s conjecture (Conjec-
ture 2.13) holds. Assuming (0.5) (for β, γ1, . . . , γm, n) and compatibility of signs, we conclude
In,β(X ;T )(γ1, . . . , γm) = Pn,β(X)(γ1, . . . , γm) ∈ Z. Moreover, in the following cases all stable
pairs are scheme theoretically supported in the zero section, so the virtual localization formula
is established in Appendix A:
• β = (1, 0) and any n,
• β = (2, 0) and n 6 2,
• β = (1, 1) and any n,
• β = (3, 0) and n 6 3,
• β = (2, 1) and n 6 2,
• β = (4, 0) and n 6 4,
• β = (3, 1) and n 6 2,
• β = (2, 2) and n 6 2.
2.9. DT/PT generating series of a local curve. Consider the toric 4-fold
X = TotP1(O(l1)⊕O(l2)⊕O(l3)).
Suppose l1 + l2 + l3 = −2, then X is Calabi-Yau. There are two maximal (C∗)4-invariant affine
open subsets and the transition map is given by
(x1, x2, x3, x4) 7→ (x−11 , x2x−l11 , x3x−l21 , x4x−l31 ),
where
t · (x1, x2, x3, x4) = (t1x1, t2x2, t3x3, t4x4) for all t = (t1, t2, t3, t4) ∈ (C∗)4.
Using the identification H2(X) ∼= Z (where the class of the zero section [P1] corresponds to 1),
we have (equivariant) stable pair invariants
Pn,d(X ;T ) ∈ Q(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4)〈λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4〉
∼= Q(λ1, λ2, λ3),
for all n, d ∈ Z. Motivated by [14], we propose the following:
Conjecture 2.21. For X = TotP1(O ⊕O(−1)⊕O(−1)), there exist choices of signs such that
the following equation holds ∑
n,d>0
Pn,d(X ;T ) q
nyd = exp
(qy
λ2
)
,
where λ2 is the equivariant parameter for the C
∗-action on the first fibre OP1 and P0,0(X ;T ) := 1.
Remark 2.22. The above conjecture is equivalent to
Pn,n(X ;T ) =
1
n!λn2
, Pn,d(X ;T ) = 0, if n 6= d,
for all n, d > 0. This can be viewed as an equivariant analogue of Conjecture 0.1.
Using the vertex formalism and a Maple implementation, we obtain the following:
Proposition 2.23. Conjecture 2.21 (formulated as in Rem. 2.22) is true in the following cases:
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• for any n 6 d,
• d = 1 and modulo q6,
• d = 2 and modulo q6,
• d = 3 and modulo q6,
• d = 4 and modulo q7.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, Pn(X, d)
(C∗)4 is empty unless n > d. For n = d, the moduli space
Pn(X, d)
(C∗)4 only contains one element, namely the Cohen-Macaulay curve obtained by the n
times thickening of the zero section into the OP1 -direction. Equation (2.17) gives
F =
t−11
1− t−11
[
−
n−1∑
i=0
ti2 +
1
t2t3t4
n−1∑
i=0
t−i2 −
(1 − t2)(1− t3)(1− t4)
t2t3t4
n−1∑
i=0
ti2
n−1∑
j=0
t−j2
]
− 1
1− t−11
[
−
n−1∑
i=0
ti2 +
1
t21t2t3t4
n−1∑
i=0
t−i2 −
(1− t2)(1− t3t1)(1− t4t1)
t21t2t3t4
n−1∑
i=0
ti2
n−1∑
j=0
t−j2
]
=
n−1∑
i=0
ti2 +
n−1∑
i=0
t−i2
+
{
− t
−1
1
1− t−11
(1− t2)(1 − t3)(1 − t4)
t2t3t4
+
1
1− t−11
(1 − t2)(1− t3t1)(1 − t4t1)
t21t2t3t4
}
1− tn2
1− t2
1− t−n2
1− t−12
=
n−1∑
i=0
ti2 +
n−1∑
i=0
t−i2 − (1− t2)(1 − t−12 )
1− tn2
1− t2
1− t−n2
1− t−12
=
n∑
i=1
(ti2 + t
−i
2 ),
where we used the relation t1t2t2t4 = 1 in the second and third equality. Taking the square root
of the (signed) Euler class of minus this expression gives ±1/(n!λn2 ), as desired.
The other cases were checked using the vertex formalism and a Maple implementation. 
As an application, we calculate all curve counting invariants of TotP1(O ⊕O(−1)⊕O(−1)).
The vertex formalism (Section 2.4) at once implies:
Corollary 2.24. Let X = TotP1(O ⊕O(−1)⊕O(−1)). Assume the following:
(1) the DT/PT vertex correspondence holds (Conjecture 2.16),
(2) Nekrasov’s conjecture holds (Conjecture 2.13),
(3) the local curve conjecture holds (Conjecture 2.21),
(4) the choices of signs of (1)–(3) are compatible.
Then there exist choices of signs such that∑
n,d>0
In,d(X ;T )q
nyd = exp
(
q
λ2
(
y +
(λ1 + λ2)(λ1 + λ3)(λ2 + λ3)
λ1λ3(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
+
λ3(λ1 − λ2)(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
λ1(λ1 + λ3)(λ2 + λ3)
))
.
Appendix A. Virtual localization and relative Hilbert schemes
Consider the local surfaces X = TotP2(O(−1) ⊕ (−2)), TotP1×P1(O(−1,−1) ⊕ O(−1,−1))
and denote the zero section by S ⊆ X . For curve classes of small degree, it is shown in [10]
(similar to [14, Sect. 3.2]) that all stable pairs are scheme theoretically supported on S ⊆ X
and Pn(X, β) ∼= Pn(S, β) is smooth. In this case, stable pair invariants can be computed using
relative Hilbert schemes.
Theorem A.1. Let X = TotP2(O(−1)⊕(−2)) or TotP1×P1(O(−1,−1)⊕O(−1,−1)) and denote
the zero section by S ⊆ X. Suppose β ∈ H2(X) and n ∈ Z are chosen such that Pn(X, β) ∼=
Pn(S, β) is smooth. Then the 4-fold virtual localization formula (0.5) holds for some choice of
orientation.
Proof. Write L1 for the first fibre direction of X and L2 for the second fibre direction. Then
L1 ⊗ L2 ∼= KS. Let PS := Pn(S, β) and denote the universal stable pair on PS × S by I•S =
{OPS×S → F}. There exists a choice of orientation such that (e.g. [14, Prop. 3.7], [10])
[Pn(X, β)]
vir = [Pn(S, β)]
vir · e
(
−RHomπPS (F,F⊠ L1)
)
,
where the virtual class of Pn(S, β) on RHS is defined using surface stable pair deformation-
obstruction theory as in [16, Appendix] and πPS : PS×S → PS denotes projection. The complex
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−RHomπPS (F,F⊠ L1) = Ext1πPS (F,F⊠ L1)[−1] is concentrated in degree one. Then∫
[Pn(X,β)]vir
τ(γ) =
∫
[Pn(S,β)]vir
τ(γ) · e(−RHomπPS (F,F⊠ L1))
=
∫
[Pn(S,β)]
τ(γ) · e(−RHomπPS (F,F⊠ L1)) · e(Ext1πPS (I•S ,F))
=
∑
[I•
S
={OS→F}]∈Pn(S,β)(C
∗)4
τ(γ)|[I•
S
] · e
(−RHomS(F, F ⊠ L1)) · e(−RHomS(I•S , F )),
where we use smoothness of the moduli space [3, Prop. 5.6] in the second equality and Atiyah-
Bott localization [2] for the action of (C∗)4 on PS in the third equality.
Let PX := Pn(X, β), then PX ∼= PS by assumption, and therefore
Ext0S(I
•
S , F )
∼= Ext1X(I•X , I•X)0,
where [I•S = {OS → F}] ∈ Pn(S, β), I•X = {OX → ι∗OS → ι∗F}, and ι : S →֒ X denotes
inclusion of the zero section. As shown in [14, Prop. 3.7] and [10], at the level of obstruction
spaces, we have an inclusion of a maximal isotropic subspace
Ext1S(I
•
S , F )⊕ Ext1S(F, F ⊗ L1) →֒ Ext2X(I•X , I•X)0
with respect to the quadratic form given by Serre duality. Hence∑
[I•S={OS→F}]∈Pn(S,β)
(C∗)4
τ(γ)|[I•
S
] · e
(−RHomS(F, F ⊠ L1)) · e(−RHomS(I•S , F ))
=
∑
[I•
X
]∈Pn(X,β)(C
∗)4
(−1)o(L)|[I•X ] · τ(γ)|[I•
X
] ·
√
(−1)n · e(RHomX(I•X , I•X)0),
for appropriately chosen signs (−1)o(L)|[I•X ] . 
Remark A.2. Although Theorem A.1 establishes the 4-fold localization formula (0.5) when
Pn(X, β) ∼= Pn(S, β) is smooth, it is not obvious that the choice of signs on RHS of (0.5) is
compatible with the choice of signs in Conjecture 2.16 and Theorem 2.18.
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